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Save $200 when you secure your 5-disc set of 
our closed-doors BulletProof Mind Event today.

BulletProof Mind Special Order Form
Step 1: Your Information Step 2: Your Information
Name:__________________________________

Address:________________________________

City, State, ZIP:___________________________

Email:__________________________________

Phone:_________________________________

     Cash, Check or Money Order Enclosed

     Visa       MasterCard       Discover       AMEX

Card Number:_____________________________

Expiration Date:___/___ CVV2 Security Code:___

Signature:________________________________

Claim your risk-free copy before they disappear!

Mail us this form... Or, give us a call... Or, visit our website...
Use the enclosed envelope and mail with payment to:

US Concealed Carry
N173W21298 Northwest Psge
Jackson, WI 53037

Call M-F 8am-8pm CST, or Sat 8am-2pm CST 

(877) 987-7443

BulletProof Mind
“The Most Comprehensive Mental Training              
  To Help You Survive A Deadly Encounter...”

Sheep? Wolf? Or Sheepdog?

Visit this special order page:
www.BulletProofUSCCA.com

The truth about the explosion of violence 
in America (Think things are getting better? 
Think again...)
The hidden truth about lethal combat (a 
huge mistake that could cost an armed 
citizen his life)...
How the body responds to a violent attack, 
and how to ensure your body responds the 
right way...

You’re here because you believe in your unalienable 
right to protect your family and your freedom. 

Because you KNOW that there are wolves out there 
just waiting to prey on the flock of sheep.

And you, the sheepdog, will STOP the wolf in his 
tracks with your gun when the moment arises.

Introductory SpecialDiscount
Regular Price: $297
Sale Price: $97

The BulletProof Mind will show you...

And much, much more...

Important drills that nobody practices that 
could save countless lives...

Save $200!

To Claim Your Box Set Simply...
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tIM’S tHOUGHtS

One to two times per month, I’ve been taking phone calls 
in our Member Services department. This is always a very 
rewarding experience for me. I simply LOVE chatting with our 
members and helping them solve their problems.

tHe New USCCA 
MeMber ServICeS 

DepArtMeNt

I am proud to announce that we’ve just stepped 
things up a notch within our USCCA Member 

Service department. You may remember that last 
summer we decided to stop out-sourcing our mem-
ber services call center. That’s right, we built our very 
own call center right here in Jackson, WI. We now have 
over 10 full-time “Member Service Advisors” on staff 
to address all our member needs.

So, the BIG news is that we recently hired a new 
Member Services Director. His name is Dan Garvey. 
Prior to joining Delta Media LLC, Dan worked for 
Ameriprise Financial, Thrivent Financial, and eLoy-
alty Inc in a variety of capacities such as Speech 
Analytics Manager, Director of Brokerage Service and 
Operations, and Service Delivery Manager. 

Dan has more than 15 years of experience in the 
customer service sectors, which include answering 
incoming phone calls, leading contact centers and 
back office operations, and most recently capturing 
the voice of the customer via Speech Analytics.

Dan will be doing everything in his power to ensure 
that every USCCA member receives world-class cus-
tomer service.

Take care and stay safe,

My KIND Of peOple
As I write this, I’m on my way home from the 

NRA Annual Meeting. The show this year was 
held in St. Louis, with an attendance of 73,740—a 
record! At the show, Armed American Radio host 
Mark Walters and I teamed up to shake hands with 
as many USCCA members as we could find. That 
was an easy job, and an enjoyable one too. When 
we signed our book together at the Galco booth 
Saturday afternoon, we were blown away by the 
number of USCCA members we met. 

A crowd that size always creates minor inconve-
niences for itself. Attendees dealt with long lines, 
busy restaurants, and heavy traffic jams around 
the convention center. But here’s the comment I 
kept hearing from the center’s service people: “I 
can’t BELIEVE what a nice crowd this is!” 

I could. I wasn’t a bit surprised. After all, it’s noth-
ing new. You and I both know that gun people are 
among the nicest people on the planet. The late sci-
ence fiction author Robert A. Heinlein once wrote, 
“An armed society is a polite society.” Heinlein was 
right. We see it everywhere gun-folk gather. We see 
it at conventions like this one, where participants 
clean up their own messes, allow others to go first, 
and behave considerately toward overworked 
waiters. We see it on ranges, where shooters offer to 
share space with strangers and make friends with 
the people in neighboring lanes. We even see it at 
shooting competitions, where competitors pick up 
their own brass, help tape targets, and volunteer to 
help fellow shooters in need.

As a gun owner and USCCA member, YOU are 
among an elite class of really nice folks. Thanks for 
making the world a better place!

Stay safe,

ACrOSS 
tHe eDItOr’S DeSK

JOIN NOW!
USConcealedCarry.com

877-677-1919 
Become a USCCA member and have Concealed Carry 

Magazine delivered right to your door, along with 
members-only access to the USCCA website, forums, PDF 

downloads, and more!
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After reading the article in Feb/Mar 
2012 entitled “Post Office Law,” I felt 
like sending a few 100s to put in the au-
thor’s 55-gallon drum! This article cov-
ers almost every aspect of the battle to 
maintain our 2nd Amendment Rights 
and exemplifies misuse and misinter-
pretation of the laws that are supposed 
to protect our rights. 

Recently there have been a lot of 
positive actions and rulings, new bills 
being passed to help maintain our 2nd 
Amendment rights. For example, the 
court finally amended a petition to al-
low secure stowage in non-employee 
Post Office parking lots. Another small 
step. Thank you USCCA, keep up the 
good work and wonderful publications.

Tom Cantaffa

We received a lot of positive feedback 
about this article. K.L. Jamison’s work is 
always outstanding, but we feel he really 
outdid himself on this one. Good work, 
Kevin!

The Feb/Mar 2012 cover picture of 
Marisa Goode holding her daughter 
may have our political enemies on us, 
as Mark Walters said, “Like a caveman 
in a new club store.” As an owner of a 
Beretta 92 myself, I immediately no-
ticed that the safety is off. I know that 
for the photo shoot the weapon is prob-
ably not loaded but, again as Mark said, 
“Like hungry red-tailed hawks diving in 
for the kill,” the mainstream media will 
use this mistake against us. 

Vince L.

Many professional firearms trainers 
who work with civilians recommend 
carrying the Beretta 92 with the ham-
mer down, loaded chamber, and safety 
off. The heavy double action (DA) trigger 
functions much like a DA revolver trig-
ger in preventing unintentional trigger 
movement, while the Beretta 92’s exter-
nal safety lever is small and easy to miss 
under stress. Although most trainers 
agree this status is safe with the Beretta 
92 and a good holster, it’s an unfamil-
iar method to the eyes of many military 
folks and police officers, who were typi-

cally taught to carry with hammer down 
and safety on. 

I have been a member of concealed car-
ry for a year or so and an active reader 
of Concealed Carry magazine. You con-
stantly address the legal ramifications 
of shooting in self-defense and this is 
excellent advice. However, I believe 
that avoiding areas and situations that 
seem to be prone to violence would be 
the best first option. There is no life or 
death need to frequent a convenience 
store in the bad area of town at 2 a.m. 
no matter how many guns you can 
carry. The same goes for parties; avoid 
them or leave earlier before the rowdies 
get enough alcohol or drugs in them to 
be a problem. There are of course situ-
ations that are thrust on you that you 
simply cannot avoid.

Being a responsible concealed carry 
person you should be constantly think-
ing about if you could and when you 
should use your weapon. As you have 
covered in your magazine so many 
times it is a serious life changing event 
to use your weapon for self-defense.

I do thank you for providing a fine 
magazine for the discussions of the 
subject and information on the differ-
ent types of equipment, techniques and 
the emphasis on training, not only in 
shooting but mental training to be a re-
sponsible conceal carry person.

Clayton Rimer

We obviously agree that avoidance is 
best! However, avoidance isn’t always 
possible. That’s why we recommend 
making a habit of carrying your firearm 
wherever you go.

I just finished reading the article on hol-
sters in the Feb/Mar issue. Good article 
but I need to mention a holster that has 
been left out and should be looked at. 
I have a Crossbreed SuperTuck that I 
have used daily for two years. The reten-
tion is excellent. I was actually out walk-
ing my black lab on bad terrain when he 
saw a rabbit and bolted. I lost my foot-
ing and hit the ground—hard. My XD 
was still secure (when I managed to get 

back up and check out the damage). It 
draws very well, super comfortable and 
half the price of the very good all leather 
holster I have. I would recommend this 
holster and this company to anyone.

Richard Stone

Unfortunately, it’s impossible to cover 
every good or worthwhile holster in 
the scope of a short article. Thanks for 
bringing this one forward.

In the January 2012 issue, in captions ac-
companying two articles, Concealment 
Index is mentioned but not adequately 
defined. For example, on page 35, one 
caption reads: “The CI is determined by 
combining the overall length and height 
of a pistol.” But combined how? Based 
on the length and height of the Sig P239 
under discussion, it is not the sum, not 
the difference, and neither product nor 
quotient. How about giving us readers 
an operational definition that defines 
how to perform the measurement?

David Koch

From the instructions we give our writ-
ers: “Measure the concealability index 
by stretching your measuring tape from 
the center of the muzzle, along the top 
of the slide, down the backstrap and fi-
nally along to the front edge of the grip 
in front of the magazine’s baseplate. 
Measure with the magazine in place. 
Don’t allow the measuring tape to con-
form to the gun’s curves for this mea-
surement; pull it snug.” This measure-
ment, while not strictly scientific, does 
give us a single standard of comparison 
between different gun shapes. The lower 
the number, the easier it will be to con-
ceal the firearm.

COrreCtION: 
April 2012 “True Stories” contains a 
factual mistake in the blurb about the 
first known defensive use of a firearm 
by a WI concealed carry licensee. The 
customer did not hold both criminals 
at gunpoint. Rather, one criminal was 
waiting in the car and both drove away 
after the shooting. 

letterS TO ThE eDItOr Send letters to: Concealed Carry Magazine, Attn: Editor  
N173W21298 Northwest Passage Way, Jackson WI 53037
Or email: editor@usconcealedcarry.com
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MICHIGAN CCw HOlDer 
StOpS KNIfe ASSAUlt
A wanted parole violator armed him-
self with a knife and tried unsuccess-
fully to rob a man in a car in the park-
ing lot of a Royal Oak convenience 
store. Scared off by someone shout-
ing at him from a nearby vehicle, the 
knife-wielding bad guy turned on a 
young couple with a baby and de-
manded money. Hearing the com-
motion, a carry permit holder in the 
parking lot drew his weapon and con-
fronted the would-be robber, order-
ing him to drop the knife. The robber 
reluctantly complied, and the armed 
citizen successfully held him at gun-
point for police. Investigators praised 
the armed citizen for his quick action.

rUrAl IllINOIS HOMeOwNer
CHASeS Off bUrGlArS
Alerted by his dog barking, a rural 
Waynesville resident in central Illinois 
took up his handgun and confronted 
two men in the act of invading his 
home. Seeing one of the burglars 
armed with a crowbar, he warned 
them he was armed and that they 
should leave. When they did not, he 
fired at the men. While the intrud-
ers were not hit, the homeowner did 
succeed in putting them to flight. The 
homeowner surmised that his house 
was chosen for the attack because of 
its isolated location.

pHIlly-AreA SeNIOr CItIZeN
pIStOl-wHIpS yOUNGer, 
bIGGer rObber
Leaving a Richland, Pennsylvania bar 
about midnight, a 71-year-old resi-
dent was accosted as he entered his 
car by a large young man demanding 
money. Rather than comply, the man 
retrieved a pistol from his glove com-
partment, which the 29-year-old rob-
ber promptly tried to grab. In the en-

suing struggle, the senior citizen beat 
the robber about the face and head 
with the pistol, putting him to flight. 
As responding police and paramedics 
treated the senior citizen near the bar, 
the victim observed his assailant—
made more recognizable by his bloody 
face and black eye—leaving the same 
bar. Police promptly arrested him.

SOUtH CArOlINA
CONveNIeNCe StOre OwNer 
StOpS ArMeD rObber
A Conway, SC convenience store own-
er was leaving his closed store for his 
car one night when he was accosted 
by a man brandishing a gun and de-
manding money. The owner pulled 
his own legally-carried pistol, and in 
the ensuing exchange of gunfire, the 
29-year-old robber, who had a long 
criminal record, was killed. The rob-
ber’s female get-away driver was ar-
rested and charged with attempted 
murder and attempted armed rob-
bery. Authorities ruled the shooting by 
the store owner justified.

Alert, ArMeD texAS NeIGHbOr
eNDS bUrGlAry 
Hearing odd noises next door, a con-
cerned Longview resident took up his 
legally-owned pistol and investigated. 
Looking into his neighbor’s unoccu-
pied home, he saw two strange men 
inside, one with a handgun. In the 
ensuing brief gunfight, one of the bur-
glars was wounded in the ankle and 
was captured by police. The other bur-
glar fled. The armed neighbor will not 
face charges.

eArly-MOrNING NOrtH CArOlINA
HOMe INvADer SHOt AND
KIlleD by ArMeD wOMAN
A Gastonia woman will not face charg-
es for shooting and killing a 28-year-
old home invader. The 911 tape of the 

homeowner’s call to police detailed 
the incident, which happened at 1:15 
a.m. when she heard people outside 
her home, and then glass breaking as 
they forced their way into her home. 
The homeowner was holed up in her 
bedroom with a pistol while speaking 
with the 911 dispatcher. When the in-
truder entered her bedroom, she fired 
one shot. When the intruder kept on 
coming at her, she fired again, killing 
him.

ArMeD COlOrADO pHySICIAN
reSCUeS 50 byStANDerS
frOM HOStAGe SItUAtION
When an armed Colorado Springs 
man entered his facility and took two 
female employees hostage, a doc-
tor with a carry permit took up his 
pistol from its storage place in the 
office and covered an exit while 50 
people escaped from the building 
and the potentially deadly situation. 
Police arrived a short time later and 
entered into negotiations with the 
gunman, attempting a peaceful reso-
lution. Unfortunately, it was not to 
be, as police later shot and killed the 
gunman after negotiations ended in a 
confrontation. The two hostages were 
unharmed. The 50 people able to es-
cape the building were thankful that 
the physician was armed as well as 
willing and able to use the weapon in 
their defense.

15-yeAr-OlD GeOrGIA bOy StOpS
HOMe INvASION, KIllS bUrGlAr
Two men broke into a Martinez, GA 
apartment and attacked the tenant. 
Hearing the commotion and seeing 
his father under attack, the 15-year-
old son took up his .22 rifle and shot 
the attackers, killing one and putting 
the second to flight. No charges will be 
filed against the boy, who was defend-
ing his home and family.

trUe StOrIeS cArry A gun... 

It MAy sAVe 

your lIFe.

[  COMP I LED  BY  DUNCAN  R .  MACK IE  ]

The purpose of the True Stories column is to report criminal encounters as they actually happened to real people, not 
idealized or sanitized versions of such events. Sometimes armed citizens make mistakes, even bad ones, under the 
extreme stress of a deadly threat. We invite our readers to discuss these specific situations, and consider other ways the 
situations might have been handled, on the uScca discussion forums at www.uscca.us/forum.
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name of article here

I have finally settled on 
carrying my pistols daily 
in a Smart Carry Holster 
and a pocket holster. My 
belt is an NRA, Kydex re-
inforced belt. This system 
works extremely well for 
me all day long, every day 
of the year.

Michael Peppers 

I currently own just three holsters. My 
first is a DeSantis reversible IWB/OWB. 
This works great for winter carry of a 
larger gun like the Glock 23. The sec-
ond is the SuperTuck Deluxe, a gun-
specific IWB that’s really comfortable 
and discreet. The third is one I just got 
in the mail yesterday—the SmartCarry 
Security V. It is probably going to end up 
being my favorite, since it allows me to 
tuck my shirt in, is supported by its own 
belt, has room for a spare magazine 
and a pocket for valuables. However, 
of these three, only the SuperTuck and 
DeSantis (when worn OWB) allow one-
handed re-holstering.

John from Pittsburgh

I have a Mitch Rosen OWB that I re-
ally like and use when I go to the lo-
cal IDPA meets. I’m saving up to make 
a Crossbreed purchase and have 
heard good remarks on a Dale Fricke 
Archangel for an appendix carry ver-
sion I’d like to try.

Gene in Iowa

When I first started to carry, I carried 
behind the hip using both Brommeland 
MaxConV and Crossbreed SuperTuck. 
They both worked great at that position. 
Both are great holsters for those want-
ing to carry behind the hip. I then heard 
of appendix carry and how fast the draw 
was, so I tried the Dale Fricke Ehud and 
liked what I found. Have since gone to 
the Dale Fricke Archangel, which seems 
to be a little thinner. 

Bill from MO

I think I have tried just about ev-
ery concealment and open carry 
method known to man and have 
the boxes of holsters to prove it! 
I’ve found almost every method 
works for some situations and no 
one method works for all. I’ve also 
found that some of what worked for 
me at 42 isn’t working at 62 with a bad 
back. For large guns (1911s and other 
“service” pistols) I find the most satis-
factory option a shoulder holster. For 
compact automatics and snubby re-
volvers, a belt holster behind the hip 
works better for me these days than 
IWB. However, for a snubby or really 
small automatic I find pocket carry the 
best, and most flexible, option.

R. S. Morgan

Q. How many holsters? 
A. Too many. 
 
Q. Which one works best? 
A. The next one!

Steve in Texas

How many Holsters and concealed carry metHods 
Have you tried? wHicH one works best for you?

THIS IS USCCA

voICeS of the uscca

In this section, USCCA members share their 
challenges, experiences, and successes with 
each other, to the benefit of all.

for each gun i’ve 
owned, i’ve tried at 
least two or three hol-
sters. since getting my 
carry permit, i carry a 
Glock 30 sf in a belly 
band all day, every 
day. the gun is at the 
3:30 to 4 o’clock posi-
tion. i can carry in any 
situation and with any 
type of clothing. i even 
carry at my workout 
club under sweat-
pants with my shirt 
untucked.

ben kurtzer 
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NAME Of ARtICLE hERE

After having spent quite a 
bit of time and money on 

my concealed carry method, 
I now carry a Ruger LC9 with laser 

in a DeSantis Super Fly pocket hol-
ster. It fits well in the front pocket of 
my cargo pants (short or long) so is 
functional in all seasons. My problem 
was finding a gun and holster that I 
would use every day. It seemed other 
methods like IWB or OWB were either 

uncomfortable or made me feel self-
conscious so it resulted in my not car-
rying all the time. As the saying goes, 
your firearm does you no good if it is 
sitting on your kitchen counter rather 
than on your person.

Charlie from Virginia

My favorite way to carry is outside 
the pants. But when I have to wear a 
dress shirt and have my pants tucked 

in I use Kangaroo Carry (http://kanga-
roocarry.com/). At under $50.00, the 
Standard is an excellent option for me 
when I have to wear a dress shirt. My 
XDM fits easily in the holster under 
my left arm and I forget I even have it 
on. And no one has ever noticed I am 
wearing it.

William E. Stonaker

next Issue’s questIon: 
how and why did you decide 
that concealed carry was 
right for you? what factors 
went into your decision?

Send your comments and pictures to 
tips@usconcealedcarry.com. Each entry 
must use fewer than 75 words, and must 
be signed either with a complete name 
or with a first name plus location. Due 
to volume received, not all submissions 
can be acknowledged. Entries may be 
edited for length and clarity.

I always carry a 1911. I’ve tried 
a bushel basket full of different 
holsters and carried owb, shoul-
der holster, middle of the back 
and Iwb. I’ve found for me the 
Iwb works the best. My favorite 
holsters are from tt gunleather. 
can carry all day, every day 
without discomfort. I’m a lefty 
so I carry between eight and 
nine o’clock.

dJs in usA 

Left side of .40 SIg p229. next to it is 
black Milt Sparks Versa Max 2. next to 
the black MSVM2 is a natural leather Tail 
gate holster manufactured by high noon, 
which is also shown with the belt clip up. 
The Tail gate is the IWb holster that was 
used just prior to switching to the MSVM2.

On a normal business day I use a Milt Sparks Versa Max Two (MSVM2) with the 
“tuckable” feature installed. It’s outstanding for inside the waistband carry at the 
4:00 o’clock position with my shirt tucked in -- outstanding functionality, com-
fortable, secure, no printing, and excellent workmanship with superior materi-
als. I support it with a 1-3/4-inch wide leather belt from The Beltman — do NOT 
scrimp on a good belt; the belt is as important as the holster for effective and 
secure concealed carry at the waistline. 

Tom in Idaho
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We woke up one night at about 3:25 a.m. to someone 
pounding on our front door. 

My wife went down the hall first 
and said, “There are people out-
side.” I already had my pistol out 

and chambered a round as I went down 
the hall and said to myself, “I always 
knew this would happen someday.” A 
man was outside beating and kicking 
the front door. I took up a position at 
the top of the stairs behind the wall in 
our split level home, pistol aimed at the 
door, finger off the trigger.

My wife said, “What should I do?”
I replied, “Call 911. Call the police!” 

Then in my best command voice I 
yelled, “Get away from the door!”

“F--- You!” was the reply. Without a 
pause, the man continued to beat at the 
door. 

“Get away from the door!”
“F--- Off!” More door beating.
While my wife was talking to 911, our 

youngest daughter came out and said, 
“Daddy! What’s wrong?” 

I replied, “Go to your brother’s room!” 
My teenage daughter called up from 

the basement, “What’s happening?” I 
told her to go back to her room. I real-
ized the safety on the pistol was on, and 
I took it off, finger still off the trigger. 

“Get away from the door!”
“F--- You!” More yelling and door 

beating.
“We’ve called the police. Get away 

from the door!”
“F--- You!” He started throwing his 

weight against the door and the door 
frame made cracking noises.

“Get away from the door! If you come 
in I will shoot you!”

“F--- You!” More wood cracking. A 

calm voice in my head said, “Here we 
go ...”

911: “Ma’am, officers are on the 
scene.”

I kept the gun on the door until I saw 
the police. I put the gun on the sofa 
table. Officers told him to lie down on 
the ground. “F--- You!” They took him 
down, cuffed him, and sat him on the 
curb. An officer came to the door. He 
apologized and said that since he hadn’t 
actually broken in, and he was drunk, 
they were going to take him home to 
sleep it off. 

After the police left, the entire family 
sat in the living room and we debriefed. 
My son said, “I was a little scared.” I told 
him that it was okay. He said, “I wasn’t 
scared for us. I was kind of scared for 
him!” After the event I had a dry mouth, 
I was very hungry, and couldn’t stop 
talking. Other than that and not being 
able to sleep for the rest of the night, 
there were no other side effects from 
the adrenaline. The whole situation 
went almost exactly as I had trained 
and thought through in my mind.

It was an important lesson for my 
children of the importance of being 
armed and prepared, as well as the dan-
gers of drinking to the point that you 
lose control. Due to Michigan’s Castle 
Doctrine, I would have been justified 
in shooting him had he come in. What 

a waste had he thrown away his life like 
that. In the end, he paid $200 to repair 
the door.

Perhaps the strangest part about it 
was that when I went to bed at 2 a.m. 
prior to the event, I had the oddest, un-
comfortable feeling that something bad 
was going to happen that night. Trust 
your instincts.

I had just purchased a .45 ACP 
months before this event. I had also 
taken the NRA home defense course for 
my Michigan CPL in May, again, only 
months before this event. Though there 
was no shooting that night, and I’m 
glad I didn’t have to kill anyone, I’m also 
glad I had a gun. It was the difference 
between sitting on the phone hoping 
the bad guy didn’t hurt us, and confi-
dently telling him to go away or bad 
things would happen to him.   H
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“get AwAy FroM the door!”
     [ BY USCCA MEMBER JOEL FLEISCHER ]

leSSONS leArNeD

do you hAVe A story For “lessons leArned?” 
Concealed Carry Magazine pays $100 each for true personal experiences told by USCCA 
members. Close calls, near misses, and defensive gun uses (with or without shots fired) 
all teach important lessons! Submissions must be shorter than 600 words; we reserve 
the right to edit for clarity and space considerations. Send your stories to Lessons@
USConcealedCarry.com

he stArted 
throwIng hIs 
weIght AgAInst 
the door And the 
door FrAMe MAde 
crAckIng noIses.
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FBI statistics say that 70 percent of all lethal 
encounters happen at night or low light, 
duration of 3-5 seconds, 5-6 feet, and 6-8 rounds 
per person. 

As a citizen who carries concealed, 
these are key points I use in my 
training and practice drills. The 

important factors of choosing drills 
that you can do at the local shooting 
range is to work around the restric-
tions of the facility and know what is 
the correct drill to spend time on that 
relates to the issues of concealed car-
ry. Getting into a defensive mindset is 
a drill on its own! Is it realistic practice 
to shoot once and then peek over the 
sights to see where you hit, get back 
into position and shoot another one, 
then peek again and so on? No!

You have to get comfortable with 
your grip, stance, sight alignment, 
and trigger control (consult an in-
structor to make sure you are doing it 
correctly) and then challenge yourself 
to complete the drills before you do a 
self-evaluation. The reason I like this 
drill is it builds muscle memory for 
shooting accurately one handed and 
allows practice of a speed reload.

In a situation where you are be-
ing attacked, there is a high possibil-
ity that you could be restrained or in-
jured and will have to stay in the fight 
with only one hand, most likely your 
“weak” hand. When one or two shots 
may not stop an attacker, we need 
to recognize that situation and react 
appropriately; along with practicing 
one and two shot drills, we practice 
six consecutive, well controlled, accu-
rately placed shots.

exerCISe:
•	 6 rounds two hand grip, reload and 

acquire a strong-hand-only grip.
•	 6 rounds strong hand only, reload 

and transition to support-hand-
only grip.

•	 6 rounds support hand only.

DIStANCe: 
•	 7 yards, but it can be used to build 

accuracy at 10 and 15 yards.

tIMING:
•	 Range with restrictions: shoot one 

round per second, start at a low 
ready position.

•	 Range without restrictions: shoot 
as fast as you can, start at a low 
ready or from the holster.

You don’t need a timer to complete 
this exercise, you will know based 
on the location of hits on the target 
if you are shooting too fast and are 
compromising your grip, trigger con-
trol, or sight picture. You can repeat 
the drill faster the next time if all hits 
are in the designated hit area.

GOAl:
•	 Stay in the zero down, A zone, 

or designated hit areas on your 
target.   H

A Girl and A Gun 
Women’s Shooting League
http://www.agirlandagunclub.com
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the deVIl drIll
[ FROM JULIAnnA CROwDER OF A GIRL AnD A GUn wOMEn’S SHOOTInG LEAGUE ]

DrIll Of tHe MONtH

there Is A hIgh probAbIlIty thAt you MAy be 
restrAIned or InJured And wIll hAVe only 
your weAk hAnd AVAIlAble.
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STUFF WE LIKE
Editor note: The following businesses make concealed carry gear that uScca members or writers recommend. These are 
not paid advertisements. They are personal recommendations from us to you. none of the businesses on this page have 
paid any money to be placed here. If you come across a product you’d like to see featured on this page, please send an 
email to products@usconcealedcarry.com. prices listed in this column are current at date of publication.

trAIN SAfe fIreArMS blOCKS
By Kathy Jackson

I love this concept! When I practice my 
drawstroke at home, and especially 
when working out of a new holster, I’m 
always concerned with safety. A quick 
look through any online forum shows 
that all too many otherwise-safe people 
have come to grief when they thought 
their gun was unloaded. Enter the Train 
Safe barrel blocker, a small plastic de-
vice that fills the barrel of your firearm 
and makes it impossible to chamber a 

round. The product allows the slide to 
close normally and does not interfere 
with holsters or other gear. This means 
you can draw, dry fire, or work on gun 
retention skills without any risk at all to 
yourself or innocent others. At around 
$5, that’s cheap insurance.

Train Safe • www.trainsafe.us 

KNIfe rIGHtS “UltIMAte Steel” 
Our friends at Knife Rights (“The second front in defense of the Second 
Amendment”) are at it again! For a donation as small as $20, you become eligible 
to win a contest that includes nearly $75,000 in prizes. The prizes are amazing, 
and include spectacular, one-of-a-kind custom knives, knives autographed by 
celebrities, firearms, and even a safari hunt. The contest closes July 30, 2012, and 
the first 25 winners get their pick of the prizes. Proceeds go to support the cause 
of human rights as they relate to knives in America—a worthy cause if ever there 
was one. Visit www.kniferights.org for more details, or to enter.   

wHIte DOG HOlSterS
By Kathy Jackson

Devin Wulle at White Dog Holsters has a plan: 
he wants to make reliable, affordable Kydex 
holsters that look good and work well. I’d say 
he’s succeeding! Not long ago, I took a White 
Dog “Purebred” holster through an 800-round 
class that involved a lot of drawing. This out-

side the waistband holster rode comfortably just behind my hip 
and hugged closely to my side for good concealment. Gently 
curved to conform to the waist, the holster held my Glock 19 

quite securely, but released easily. White Dog holsters are available in a wide vari-
ety of colors (I have two; one blue and one red) and you can order custom features 
that include a sweat guard, altered cant, or low mount belt loops. The same holster 
is available as an inside the waistband model. Costs start at $60, rise with options.

White Dog Holsters • www.whitedogholsters.com   

N82 tACtICAl “prOfeSSIONAl” HOlSter
Recommended by Bruce N. Eimer

Two men named Nate (Nate squared, get it?) founded 
N82 Tactical. The company produces hybrid inside 
the waistband holsters that attach to the belt with a 
single clip. The rear panel is wide and padded, pro-
viding good comfort with a suede backer to minimize 
slippage. On the front, the Professional holster uses a 
clear plastic for good looks and solidity, while the belt 
attachment allows the user to tuck in a shirt over the 
holstered firearm. Cost is $70.

N82 Tactical • www.n82tactical.com
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For the past 15 years, Bill Britt has worked in 
“one of the worst neighborhoods in Cleveland.” 

he works as a supervisor for  a 
folding carton company that 
makes boxes for automotive, 

electrical and manufacturing com-
panies, which allows him to utilize 
his skills in design, printing, die cut-
ting, folding and gluing. While his ac-
tual workplace has been peaceful, the 
neighborhood hasn’t. In all the years 
he has worked there, there have been 
numerous murders nearby.

One late night back in January, the 
alarm company notified him the alarm 

at his workplace had been triggered. 
Bill told them to send the police and 
he would meet them there. He arrived 
at the building before the police, drove 
around the building to inspect it, and 
did not see any signs of a break-in. 
Believing it was yet another false alarm 
triggered by a random animal, he went 
in to reset the alarm. The alarm box was 
“lighting up like a Christmas tree,” so 
Bill decided to retreat back outside and 
wait on the police. Five minutes later, 
a group of burglars exited the building 

through the same door he had entered 
earlier. Bill put his truck in drive and 
left the scene quickly. 

That was the final straw that prompt-
ed him to get his concealed carry per-
mit. “I am not one looking for a gun 
fight and will flee if at all possible, but 
I can’t wait until our company moves 
into a new building out of the hell hole 
they are in now,” he says.

Bill is not a stranger to firearms. His 
early years were spent in Tennessee, 
helping his aunts and uncles on their 
farm. His uncle taught him to shoot 
a Winchester model 61 pump action 
.22, which came in handy for timber 
rattlesnakes and copperheads found 

“It Is A lIFe chAngIng 
experIence to hAVe A 
MuZZle oF A hAndgun 
poInted In your dIrectIon.” bill britt

CCM prOfIle

[  B Y  B E T T Y  S H O N T S  ]
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in the barn and elsewhere on the farm. 
Bill’s dad would take him hunt-

ing for as long as he could remember, 
and would let him shoot his 12 gauge 
Browning when he was  five years old, 

helping hold the shotgun. Bill’s first 
deer gun was a Savage single-shot .410, 
which helped Bill learn very quickly 
the importance of practicing so as not 
to  waste ammunition. While other 

kids in his town were at school, his dad 
would call him out for deer season. 
Bill says, “If more parents in big city 
settings called their kids off school to 
spend time with them, I believe you 
wouldn’t have as many problems with 
kids these days.”

Besides hunting, Bill enjoys fishing, 
whether it’s fly fishing for trout or reel-
ing in walleye and perch from a boat 
on Lake Erie. He also makes his own 
custom fishing rods and ties his own 
flies.  Building rods was a hobby he 
started when he was eight, when his 
uncle broke his cane fly rod. Bill man-
aged to splice a new piece of fiberglass 
into the rod and he was back out fish-
ing the next day.

However, health issues have kept Bill 
from thoroughly enjoying both hunt-
ing and fishing. He was diagnosed with 
congestive heart failure when he was 
30, and recently had a pacemaker and 
defibrillator implanted. Multiple defi-
brillator shocks have kept him from en-
joying the woods as much as he would 
like, so he substituted his two favor-
ite hobbies with handguns. Visiting a 
range instead of trekking deep into the 
woods has been much easier health-

bill proudly shows 
off a walleye on 

Lake Erie.

right and below: 
bill enjoys 

building custom 
fishing rods.

bill is also a published freelance photographer. here bill has photographed his glock 23 
with homemade simulated carbon fiber holster, and rock Island armory .45.
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wise on Bill, and his handgun shooting 
skills have been taken more seriously 
since the violent events around his 
workplace.

When Bill isn’t in his man cave mak-
ing fishing rods or sending lead down-
range, he’s with his family. He says his 
wife Heather is the backbone of the 
house and is the saving grace for both 
him and his son Trevor. Their son was 

diagnosed with polycys-
tic liver and kidney disease 
(PKD) when he born. When 
he was ten, Trevor’s second 
cousin donated a portion 
of her liver to save his life. 
Three days before the sur-
gery, Trevor received a huge 
surprise: country star Toby 
Keith invited him to his con-
cert and had him on stage 
with him to sing “American 
Soldier.”

While he has faced many 
obstacles, Trevor has accom-
plished many feats. He will 
graduate high school a year 
early and start college at the 
age of 16. 

Bill feels very fortunate 
to have in-laws. As an only 

child, Bill never enjoyed the com-
panionship of siblings, but now has a 
close-knit family and enjoys cookouts 
with his family and wife’s three sisters. 

wHAt DO yOU CArry ?
I carry a Glock 23 .40 caliber with a 
simulated carbon fiber kydex IWB 
holster that I fabricated. I occasion-
ally carry a Rock Island .45 Officer’s 

model in a Winthrop OWB holster, or 
in a modified ankle holster. Preferred 
ammo for both guns is Speer Gold Dot.

HAve yOU ever HAD tO USe A fIre-
ArM IN A DefeNSIve SItUAtION?
Thank God, no, and pray I never have 
to, but hope my training will get me 
through it should the situation ever 
arise. I have experienced more than 
one occasion where a firearm was 
brandished by individuals up to no 
good. It is a life changing experience to 
have a muzzle of a handgun pointed in 
your direction.

wHAt KIND Of fIreArMS trAINING 
HAve yOU HAD (Or wANt tO Get)?
I have completed a state of Ohio cer-
tified NRA endorsed course, taught 
by retired Marine range masters. I am 
also planning to enroll in a few more 
tactical training courses by the same 
group of instructors. I believe it is very 
important to get on the range at least 
once a month to stay sharp and alert. 
I also practice shooting weak side 
as much as strong side. As adults get 
older, you never know when you may 
suffer from an ailment that limits your 
strong side.

HOw DOeS yOUr fAMIly feel 
AbOUt yOU CArryING?
My wife was not too excited by me 
doing this, but her father is a retired 
Cleveland Police Officer and she real-
izes the true responsibility involved 
with carrying. My son has enjoyed the 
experience and we have shot together 
often. With my son’s medical prob-
lems, it has limited his time in the field 
hunting with me, but shooting hand-
guns together is a perfect fit for the two 
of us.

wHAt ADvICe wOUlD yOU GIve tO 
OUr reADerS?
Always be aware of your surround-
ings and keep your weapons stored 
or locked away from unauthorized 
individuals. Also, teach and train your 
young ones or grandchildren to re-
spect and understand the responsibil-
ity of having and shooting firearms of 
any type. Even if it’s a Nerf gun or a Red 
Rider BB gun, start gun safety early.   H

trevor with a winchester model 94 .30-30, and bill with his knight 
.50 cal disc extreme. the winchester is a family heirloom, given to 
bill by his father when he was eight, and passed down to trevor.

bill with his wife heather and son Trevor.
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My question has been bothering me a lot since an 
incident happened in the super market parking 
lot the other day and I almost mistakenly got 
involved.

Q: I saw a man and woman 
yelling at each other at the 
top of their voices and the 
man was trying to get the 

woman into a car that she didn’t seem 
to want to get into. It appeared that 
she was possibly being kidnapped or at 
least assaulted by a man twice her size. 

I had my legally carried CZ 75 con-
cealed and ready for action if needed, 
and was just getting out of my car to 
save the day for the lady when two guys 
appeared from around some cars to 
confront the man. As it turned out, the 
man was trying to protect the woman 
from the other two that showed up late.

The outcome was that after a little 
yelling and shouting, they all went on 
their way, none the worse for wear.

My knees were weak when I got back 
in my car and realized what a huge mis-
take I was about to make in getting in-
volved in something that was not what 
it seemed initially. 

What should I have done differently 
in this situation?

A: In reality, by doing nothing you 
did the right thing. Your intent was 

honorable, but not prudent.
Just because you carry a gun legal-

ly, doesn’t make you the savior of the 

down trodden against their oppressors. 
There is no way that you or anybody 

else could know all of the contributing 
factors to this situation as it was hap-
pening, so involving yourself wouldn’t 
have been beneficial to your well being.  

In this case you should have been a 
good witness and had the police come 
and sort things out. 

Q:I was thinking of carrying my 
compact 9mm in a small-of–the-

back holster but my shooting partner 
told me that if I ever fell on my back 
that I could be paralyzed or at the least 
damage my spine. Have you ever heard 
of that happening?

A: In a word, no. I haven’t heard of 
anyone being injured from a fall 

involving a small of the back holster. It 
does stand to reason, however, that if 

jUSt ASK!

[  B Y  G E O R G E  H A R R I S  ]

be A good 
wItness
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Just Ask!

you were to fall on the gun, it wouldn’t 
feel good!

Before you spend your money, I’d 
like you to consider a few thoughts that 
might be relevant to your carrying in a 
small of the back holster.

Have you tried to sit down in one, 
much less draw while sitting without 
covering yourself or somebody else 
with the muzzle?

How about reholstering with or with-
out a cover garment?

The small of the back holster was de-
signed for very specific applications of 
concealment and not for general every-
day wear. I have several for demonstra-
tion purposes, but that is it.

Q:I recently got my concealed carry 
license. It is hot where I live most 

of the year and I wear a pullover shirt 
to cover the gun. Even though the gun 
is covered, you can see it print through 
the shirt. Is this legal?

A: I’m not sure why you would want 
to carry a gun covered, but not 

concealed. Concealed means without 
the knowledge of, or hidden from the 
view of, others in your surrounding 
area. The general intent is not to adver-
tise that you are carrying, utilizing the 
element of surprise to your advantage 
should you have to defend yourself. 

If your state allows open carry and 
concealed carry, you most likely have 
some legal ground to stand on. To be ab-
solutely sure, contact the State Attorney 
General’s office to get an official inter-
pretation of the law as it is written and 
how it applies to you. You should also 
check with your county or city attorney 
to make sure this manner of carrying a 
firearm doesn’t violate any local ordi-
nances in your resident area.   H

George Harris has dedicated his life 
to the study and education of others 
in firearms and tactics training. As a 
military shooter he earned the distinc-
tion of becoming Double Distinguished 
with the Service Pistol and the Service 
rifle. George retired after 21 years as Co-
Founder and Director of a well known 
firearms academy to continue the pur-
suit of his passion for firearms training 
and program development.

edItor’s note:
This column from longtime writer George Harris addresses questions that concern 
new shooters and people just getting started with concealed carry. Email your 
questions to questions@usconcealedcarry.com.

do sMAll oF bAck holsters cAuse bAck InJurIes?
Is It legAl to coVer, but not conceAl?
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Sometimes, writing this column can be a joy and 
sometimes it’s tough, but I can assure you that it’s 
always meaningful. 

The ability to send a message and 
maybe, hopefully make a differ-
ence in someone’s life is an ex-

tremely rewarding experience. I know 
that to be the case from my discus-
sions with many of the writers here at 
Concealed Carry Magazine. They care, 
and it shows in their writing, their top-
ics, and the passion with which they 
approach their subject matter. Like all 
of the writers, sometimes I receive a let-
ter from a USCCA member, an Armed 
American Radio listener, or a reader of 
this column that really makes my day. 
The one I’m about to share with you 
now broke my heart … but beyond the 
pain in the letter lay a message that all 
gun owners and especially gun-haters 
need to hear. Here’s how it came about.

Recently some of the Delta Media 
staff and I decided to put together 
a “giveaway promotional package” 
in conjunction with our sponsors 

on the national radio broadcast at 
our Facebook page (www.facebook.
com/armedamericanradio). It’s very 
simple: we announce this week’s 
sponsor giveaway package, the fan 
“likes” the post, and the fan’s name is 
automatically entered for a chance to 
win the drawing. So far it has been a 
huge success; the sponsors have been 
great and we’ve been able to give some 
valuable and educational materials to 
the lucky winners.

One of the recent winners was a gen-
tleman from South Carolina, Mr. Tony 
Walker. The day after notifying Tony of 
his good luck, I received the following 
reply:

Dear Mr. Walters, I’ve wanted to get in 
touch with you and tell you how your 
book helped me deal with my mother’s 
murder but didn’t want to bother you. 
But, since I won the AAR Giveaway what 

better opportunity! I work on 3rd shift 
Sunday nights so I did not hear the show 
live. I download the podcast and listen 
usually on Tuesday afternoons. About 2 
a.m. I was checking my Twitter feed 
and I saw the tweet from you that said 
my name, and I screamed. Someone at 
work said, “What is it?” and I said “I 
GOT IT! I GOT IT!” I wish you could have 
seen the scene!

Just so happens, I bought and read 
your book you co-authored about 
three weeks ago [Lessons from Armed 
America, with co-author Kathy 
Jackson]. I am sure that it has helped 
a lot of people, but I read it from a per-
spective that most people haven’t. And I 
can honestly say that it helped me deal 
with some things. It’s hard to put into 
words, but as I read it, it took me back 
almost 20 years ago just like it was yes-
terday.

I am 28 years old now. In 1994, my 
step dad (my real dad is unknown) 
murdered my mother when I was a 
10-year-old boy. I was in my room play-
ing with a neighbor when my step dad 
came in the front door. I recall hearing 

[  B Y  M A R K  W A L T E R S  ]

THE ORDINARY GUY

Good from Evil
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Tony Walker and 
his wife, 2-year-old 
daughter, and 5-month-
old twin boys.
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the ordInAry guy

my mother say, “Don’t do it!” but I never 
heard the gun shot. (Your book was the 
first time I have heard the words “audi-
tory exclusion.” I’m not sure how one 
would explain the non-shooter experi-
encing auditory exclusion but it hap-
pened even though neighbors heard the 
shot go off from their homes.)

Even though I didn’t hear the shot I 
“knew” something happened (God/in-
tuition?) I immediately ran through the 
house and right there it seemed like time 
sped up and slowed down all at once. I 
saw my mother lying on the floor. I still 
remember how she was lying against 
the wall. I didn’t stop to look. I kept run-
ning until I exited the house and ran to 
a neighbor’s house. But that scene will 
never leave me I guess. When I exited 
the house he reached for me with his 
bloody hands and I ran away. Before I 
went to bed that night (my baby sitters 
became my parents that night and still 
are today), I took a bath and I remem-
ber washing my mother’s blood off of 
my arm. Tough for anyone, much less a 
10-year-old boy.

After the events transpired and we 
went to trial I learned everything. He 
put a .22 in her mouth and tried to shoot 
her but the gun jammed. It left a circu-
lar cut on her lip, which I had to look 
at a picture of and say that that wasn’t 
there earlier in the day. After the gun 
jammed she ran out the kitchen to the 
laundry room. In the laundry room he 
pulled out a .40 [caliber] pistol and shot 
her in the head. The bullet entered the 
bridge of her nose, exited out of the back 
of her head, went through a window, 
and hit the side of my neighbor’s house. 
They said she died immediately. After 
a couple of hours they took him to jail 
and they told me in the driveway that 
my mother was dead. That was March 
22, 1994, three days before my mother’s 
birthday.

After witnessing my mother suffer 
beatings, stalking, threats, and ulti-
mately being shot, I didn’t swing to ei-
ther extreme. I am not anti-gun in one 
ditch. I also am not in the other ditch re-
peating the violence I grew up with. I got 
my CWP in 2006. This month on March 
24 my wife will take her CWP class.

I consider myself blessed that I was 
adopted by people who love me, grew 

up in a home that was stable, became a 
Christian, and gave my life to serve the 
Lord. I have a wife, a 2-year-old daugh-
ter, and 5-month-old twin boys and it 
is my job to protect them. I love them. 
I grew up in a home with a step dad of 
hate and guns used to promote fear. I 
want my family to grow up with a dad 
of love and see guns used to know that 
I will protect them because I love them.

I have wondered what I am supposed 
to be doing with my life. Evangelism, 
missionary, church planter, pastor have 
all crossed my mind. I used to think I 
knew; now I am not sure. I do know 
however that the Lord has protected me 
and a life that could be bitter and hate-
ful is one that is trying to serve Him, I 
am just not sure in what capacity yet. I 
have had a small radio program since 
2004 that airs weekly here in Anderson, 
SC, the Bible Broadcast. I also have my 
life story and radio archive on my web-
site, www.preachertony.com

It seems lately though I have been 
thinking a lot, a whole lot, on what 
happened that day almost 20 years ago 
and how I can use it to help other people 
(and make sure it never happens to me 
or my family also).

Sorry to write such a long letter! I’m 
glad that my name was picked for the 
prize and I hope that my story has been 
a blessing to you. If nothing else you can 
tell people that just because someone 
grows up around violence doesn’t mean 
they will turn out that way, and you 
know someone to prove it.

Thanks so much!
Tony Walker

I know. I can hear what you’re think-
ing. Like you, I sat and tried to place 
myself in Tony’s shoes. How on God’s 
earth would I handle something so 
horrible? Where do people who expe-
rience such pain and tragedy gather 
their strength? How do they go on? It 
is almost impossible to comprehend 
surviving such tragedy unscathed and I 
can only hope that God would give me 
the strength that Tony has found. 

Tony and I exchanged emails and 
he brought his life story to Armed 
American Radio on the March 18, 
2012 broadcast (hour 1 if you would 
like to listen at www.armedameri-

canradio.com in the archives). 
It seems that whenever we hear of a 

tragedy when a gun is used to murder, 
rape, or rob a good person, the media 
always blames the gun. I was fascinated 
with Tony’s response to witnessing this 
horrible event that changed so many 
lives around him and thought it incred-
ibly important to bring his message, 
with his blessing to as many people 
as we can reach. The message being 
that we cannot blame an object for the 
death of his mother, but rather blame 
must be placed where it belongs, on the 
person who chooses to use the tool for 
evil deeds.

Too many times, the media, gun-
grabbing groups such as the Brady 
Campaign, The Violence Policy Center, 
and too many politicians to count de-
monize us as gun owners. Tony’s mes-
sage of responsibility is a powerful one. 
Evil people, not inanimate objects, 
commit evil deeds. He told me that he 
couldn’t place the blame for his moth-
er’s murder on Mr. Glock or the piece 
of polymer and steel that he invented. 
No, Tony understands that bad people 
do bad things … that things by them-
selves can be neither good nor bad, but 
it is people who choose to commit evil 
deeds.

Tony now spreads the message that 
guns in the right hands, the hands of 
law-abiding people, do good things. 
This is a message that needs repeating 
every day to those who would choose 
to demonize us as gun owners or the 
object itself rather than focus their at-
tentions on the criminal. 

Spread the message.
(Believe it or not, Tony’s stepfather 

was given a total 30-year sentence and 
will be eligible for parole in the next 
two years.)   H

Mark Walters is a NRA certified instruc-
tor, co-author of the book Lessons from 
Armed America, and a vocal Second 
Amendment activist. He is the nation-
ally syndicated host of Armed American 
Radio, which airs Sunday evenings at 
8-11 pm EST (5-8 pm PST) from coast 
to coast.  Mark encourages fans to write 
him at mark@armedamericanradio.
org. Visit him at www.armedamerican-
radio.org
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There is a quote attributed to the late Colonel John 
Dean “Jeff” Cooper (founder of Gunsite and creator 
of the Modern Technique of the Pistol) that should 
resonate with all citizens who choose to exercise their 
Second Amendment right to keep and bear arms: 
“Owning a handgun doesn’t make you armed any 
more than owning a guitar makes you a musician.” 

Carrying a firearm is a tremendous 
responsibility along with being 
a right, and those who accept 

this responsibility without proper 
training may be setting themselves up 
as a liability to society instead of an 
asset. The National Rifle Association 
is a great resource for structured, 
formal firearms training. In addition 

How to SuCCeSSfully HoSt a 
firearmS training ClaSS
[  B Y  J A Y  C U N N I N G H A M  ]
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to NRA training, there are a number 
of independent instructors who travel 
the country teaching their own unique 
perspectives on marksmanship, gun 
handling, and tactics. Successfully 
hosting a firearms training class by 
one of these independent instructors 
is not difficult, but it requires good 
communications skills, persistence, 
a bit of organization, and the ability 
to responsibly handle thousands of 
dollars of someone else’s money.

Find a venue
The first step in successfully hosting 
a firearms training class is to locate a 
suitable venue in your area. Normally 

this is a gun range, but 
even if the class is not 
a live-fire evolution, 
you still need to find an 
area that will accom-
modate Simunition 
or Airsoft training. 
Ideally you already 
have a relationship 
with a gun club that you have 
been a member of for some time, but 
you may need to go out there and break 
new ground. Talk with the appropriate 
personnel at the facility and ensure that 
they understand what you are asking 
to accomplish. Be prepared to offer a 
general description of a firearms train-

above: Class organizers 
often take responsibility for 
providing targets for the 
class. Shown here: Low 
Speed High Drag targts, 
USPSA targets, NRA B-8 
targets applied to backers, 
and a few Pistol-Training.
com printouts along with a 
stapler, pasters, and spray 
adhesive.

left: Students in the 
background watch 
intently as an instructor 
demonstrates a Ball and 
Dummy drill during a class 
by LSHD.

No job is finished until the paperwork 
is done! Someone has to handle the 
training waivers, contact form, and 
course certificates that will be issued 
upon completion of the class.
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ing class. Find out what range rental 
fees are, and if they are fixed or if there 
is a charge per student. Determine if 
the facility has target stands or if they 
will need to be provided. Ask if there 
are any restrictions on shooting steel 
targets. Establish if the club requires 
any special documentation of the 
trainer’s insurance information, and 
if they require students to sign any li-
ability waivers. In some cases, the club 
actually requires the trainer to become 
a member of the club! Find out if club-
house or classroom facilities are avail-
able, along with restroom facilities. If 
the club has a board of directors or a 
voting membership, make sure you 
meet with them or attend a meeting, 
and get an unequivocal thumbs-up 
on the idea of hosting something that 
conforms to club expectations. Even 
if you don’t actually need to become a 
member of the club, joining is a good 
idea for any type of future working re-
lationship. 

ContaCt your trainer
Once you are confident that you’ve se-
cured a venue, reach out to the instruc-
tor that you’d like to host. While text 
and email are legitimate ways to get a 
hold of someone, try your best to ac-
tually get them on the phone and talk 

with them. Be aware that some train-
ers may have an administrative as-
sistant or business manager (or other 
third party) who you will deal with at 
this time in lieu of them personally. 

When you contact them, express in-
terest in hosting a course, explain the 
venue that you have in mind and any 
associated hassles and fees, and get the 
trainer’s opinion of the viability of this 
type of course in your area. Have sev-
eral sets of dates already worked out in 
advance. Generally speaking, two-day 
classes over a weekend are the easi-
est for all involved. Three-day class-
es which cover a Friday or Monday 
(usually Monday) can be rewarding, 
depending upon the trainer and the 
course content. Be mindful of holidays 
not just the regular holidays, but sport-
ing events and other things that may 
interfere with enrollment. Take into 
account the time of the year and how 
much daylight you have and what the 
temperatures may be. If you are sched-
uling a low-light class, it makes a lot of 
sense to host it in the spring or fall, and 
also during a new moon if possible.

Ask the trainer if he has any special 
needs. Is he is bringing gear, shipping 
gear to you, or expecting you to buy 
gear and then be compensated for your 
efforts? Does he require barricades, 

vehicles, steel targets, or other props? 
Once you and the trainer agree upon a 
course description, a set of dates, and a 
facility, you need to come to an under-
standing about how the money will be 
handled and how the class will be ad-
vertised. Determine whether the host 
is expected to advertise the class and 
collect monies, or if there is to be some 
kind of split in the duties. Determine if 
range fees will be built into the course 
cost or charged as a separate fee. Make 
sure the lines of communication are 
clear on the front end. 

Plan your PubliCity
When the fees and host duties are all 
worked out, it’s time to let people know 
that the class is available! The trainer 
will probably have a canned course 
description that you can use, but if not 
then try and get a syllabus to base one 
off. If nothing else, you must include 
course name, cost, any prerequisites, 
location, dates, round count, and con-
tact info. 

Internet firearms forums are a good 
bet for generating interest; some even 
have dedicated sub forums specifi-
cally for advertising training classes. 
Facebook is another valuable resource, 
as is the trainer’s own website (if he 
has one). In this day and age, paper 
flyers are of very limited utility; how-
ever they should be posted at the host 
club and possibly at any gun stores af-
filiated with the host club. You might 
have some luck handing out a few fly-
ers at some local police departments, 
but this can be very hit-or-miss. Most 
people who are interested in hosting a 
training class also tend to have friends 
who might be interested, so hit them 
all up on your own personal email list. 
PayPal is a very good option in this day 
and age, not just for transferring funds 
to the trainer’s account, but also to set 

Jack Leuba of F2S Consulting instructs 
students about doing a proper reload 
during a December 2011 class. Traveling 
instructors like Leuba often rely on the 
organizational skills of potential students 
to bring them into an area and smooth the 
way for a class.
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up an electronic enrollment system on 
the front end (definitely something to 
consider if you are even remotely web-
savvy).

So now you wait ... but don’t rest on 
your laurels. You don’t want to come 
across as crass, so limit thread bump-
ing to once per week. Monitor threads 
for questions and be sure to keep tabs 
on all your media inputs. Keep the 
trainer appraised of enrollments, but 
don’t pester him. Make sure you get a 
handle on minimum enrollment, max-
imum class size, and refund policies 
of the trainer in case there are drops 
or cancellations. Obviously the more 
lead time you have the better, up to a 
point. Posting a class with only a three 
week lead time will be a challenge to 
fill unless you have a very high-profile 
trainer who is in great demand. Posting 
a course a year in advance may not get 
much movement until three months 
before the course. Don’t panic. A third 
of the sign-ups usually happen within 
several weeks of the course.

Final tasks beFore 
Class begins
As you get closer to the course date, 
send out an informational email to all 
enrolled shooters with recommenda-
tions for hotels and restaurants. Cover 

any local quirks and get everyone on 
board with directions and start times. 
I suggest BCC’ing the trainer on this 
email just to keep him directly (but 
discreetly) in the loop. If there are any 
weird laws in your state, this is a good 
time to remind people. Many times 
shooters will roll in Friday evening and 
essentially have nothing to do. You can 
arrange to meet for dinner or a few 
beers to build camaraderie; just don’t 
be stupid and get drunk the night be-
fore the class. Try and pick somewhere 
mainstream and not esoteric. A BBQ 
joint or steakhouse is good, as long as 
it isn’t too pricey. Sports bars are a good 
choice as well. The trainer is probably 
going to roll in on Friday night and 
may want to meet up with some of the 
class. Just make sure that you ask him 
if he’d like to, and don’t pressure him or 
present a meeting as a fait accompli.

The trainer may want to survey 
the range the night before, so allow 
enough time for that. Do your utmost 
to get him his payment right up front, 
if you haven’t already electronically 
transferred the funds. Before the class 
starts on TD1, ensure that targets are 
there, along with spray adhesive or sta-
ples, pasters or tape, and target stands 
and sticks. If it’s not too much trouble, 
have a cooler full of ice and water bot-

tles (even in temperate conditions). 
Have lunch arrangements and dinner 
arrangements for any nights that stu-
dents will be in town. Have a copy of 
the roster and do the head count. Make 
sure you know the location of the near-
est emergency room and try to get 
an idea of EMS response time to the 
range, along with cellular phone re-
ception and GPS coordinates. Having 
a trauma kit staged is always a bonus, 
in addition to taking a head count on 
those who have individual trauma kits.

Make yourself available to the train-
er and take control of the class in his 
absences, but otherwise stand back 
and let him do his gig. If an issue arises 
where you can’t personally be at the 
range for some reason, have a trusted 
individual to act in your stead (or bar-
ring that, you ensure the trainer is 100 
percent up on the facility and on any 
keys he might need). At the conclusion 
of the course, offer to facilitate student 
course reviews (commonly called After 
Action Reports or AARs) These AARs 
are very important to most trainers 
and their future enrollment prospects. 

If any prospective host has only one 
takeaway from this article, it should 
be should be to keep the lines of com-
munication open. Communicate with 
the host facility, communicate with 
the trainer, communicate with the 
students, and you should have a great 
training experience.   H

Jay Cunningham is a 39 year old resi-
dent of Western Pennsylvania. He be-
gan serious firearms training in 2006 
and continues to be a voracious student. 
As part of his growth and development, 
he is actively instructing new shooters 
and coaching moderately experienced 
shooters. Jay founded Low Speed High 
Drag, LLC (www.lowspeed-highdrag.
com) in the spring of 2010. 

ContaCtS
Jay Cunningham
Low Speed High Drag, LLC
www.lowspeed-highdrag.com

Jack Leuba
F2S Consulting
www.f2sconsulting.com

HoSt a training ClaSS

if done properly, HoSting a training ClaSS Can 
be a rewarding experienCe for all involved.
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Deep cover options for concealed carry come with 
some measure of compromise: Sometimes more 
hidden means more difficult to deploy quickly. 

belly bands are no exception as 
they provide an excellent way to 
hide a handgun, but under lay-

ers of clothes that are often buttoned 
up or otherwise less accessible. Many 
holster manufacturers offer some 
form of belly band, each with their re-
spective strengths and weaknesses. 
Although belly bands can carry a fairly 
wide selection of handguns, I selected a 
Smith & Wesson J-frame (the ultra light 
340 PD), for a typical concealed carry 
weapon and tried it out in four belly 
bands: a Galco Underwraps, a Falco 
Belly Band, a DeSantis Ambidextrous 
Belly Band, and a Pistol Wear PT-ONE. 
With the goal of safe and secure civilian 

concealed carry, here’s what I found out 
about each one.

galCo underwraPs 
The 4-inch-wide elastic and hook and 
loop Galco Underwraps belly band 
provided two pockets for holstering 
handguns, each with a sewn-in leather 
patch on one side to protect against 
wear. In between the two holsters is an 
additional sewn-in piece of elastic di-
vided into two pockets, one intended 
for an extra magazine and one for hold-
ing handcuffs. For civilian concealed 
carry, the extra pockets would likely be 
left unused, but more likely would only 
hold one extra magazine. It was possi-

ble to carry a speedloader in one of the 
pockets, but I preferred to carry that in 
my front left pocket instead. After all, 
if I had to draw the revolver, there’s no 
need to fuss about where the backup 
ammo is coming from. 

Adjustable to accommodate a myriad 
of carry options, the Galco Underwraps 
proved to be a versatile rig, allowing for 
strong or weak side carry either around 
the solar plexus or around the waist.

I holstered the very lightweight 
340PD on my strong side. The Galco 
Underwraps held it there securely (two 
3.75-inch fastening areas) and so tight 
that I wished I would have ordered 
the next size up. I was using the least 
amount of fastening area I could to 
keep the belly band on, but still allow 
me to breathe. All day carry was fea-
sible, but somewhat uncomfortable, 
mostly from the tight fit, but also be-

A review of four deep-cover options for concealed carry

[  B Y  M A R K  K A K K U R I  ]

           battle of tHe 

 belly bands
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cause the gun was pulled so tight to my 
ribs. One solution to this was to reverse 
the Underwraps band and have the 
leather patches on the inside instead of 
the outside. The Galco’s many features 
made it the most versatile of all four 
belly bands. $54.95

FalCo belly band 
The Falco Belly Band sported a 
3.5-inch-wide elastic band that affixed 
around my torso with hook and loop 
fasteners. Offering the greatest length 
of fastening area (a 4.75-inch hook 

area and a 7.25-inch loop area), I could 
expand the Falco belly band to a very 
comfortable, yet secure size.

The Falco offered only one area in 
which to holster a gun, opting to in-
clude two magazine pockets on the 
opposite side as well as a large pocket 
with a hook and loop flap in the mid-
dle. Although I could position the Falco 
to carry strong or weak side, the large 
pocket with the flap always worked 
best when it was at my back. In front it 
would print too easily. The Falco’s hol-
ster is equipped with an elastic reten-

tion cord that can be pulled over the 
rear of a pistol. Pull the tab to quickly 
release it from the gun and then draw. 
It’s added retention, but an added step 
as well. When the 340 PD was hol-
stered, I tucked the retention strap into 
the band, out of the way.

Initially, the large pocket with the 
flap seemed like a thoughtful addition. 
After all, I could put whatever I wanted 
to in it. But I found through extended 
use that putting anything in it caused 
it to print too easily, even if worn at 
my back. As such, I left it empty all the 

galCo underwraPs 

FalCo belly band Pistol wear Pt-one

desantis aMbideXtrous

Various belly band 
options from left to right: 
Galco, Falco, Desantis 
and Pistol Wear.

PHOTO BY GALCO

PHOTO BY FALCO

PHOTO BY DESANTIS

PHOTO BY PISTOL WEAR
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battle of tHe belly bandS

time. The Falco’s long hook and loop 
area made it the most easily adjustable 
of the four. $39.95

desantis aMbideXtrous 
belly band
The DeSantis belly band offers a 4.75-
inch wide elastic band with two 4-inch 
hook and loop fasteners. An additional 
2-inch-wide loop section is sewn into 
the band, providing additional fasten-
ing area if needed. Easily the most ro-
bust elastic of the four belly bands, the 
DeSantis felt like armor when I put it 
on. It didn’t seem heavier, but it rode 
easier; its greater width may have con-
tributed to greater overall comfort as 
it distributed weight over more of my 
torso. DeSantis includes a holster with 
a removable hook-and-loop retention 
strap. I removed the strap as it seemed 
flimsy and, in fact, useless for the ham-
merless 340 PD revolver.

The elastic holster securely held the 
tiny revolver comfortably, no problem. 
Additional features included a large 
handcuff case in the middle of the strap 
and two magazine pockets on the op-
posite side of the holster.

During long-term wear, the DeSantis 
tended to slide south just a bit, but this 
was more a function of how loose I 
preferred to wear it. Indeed, this belly 
band worked best when worn closer 
to my waist as opposed to around my 
torso. When tucked into my pants, it 
firmly, but securely held the 340 PD at 
the ready and offered a quicker draw 
than the others.

The DeSantis’ construction and size 
earned it the honor for the most com-
fortable belly band of the four. $47.99

Pistol wear belly band 
Pistol Wear’s PT-ONE is a bit different 
from the other belly bands, but worth 
mentioning here as it fulfills a unique 
place in the deep cover category. The 
PT-ONE is made from a very stretchy 
fabric that reminds me of neoprene. 
Most of the band is just slightly less 
than three inches wide; the holster 
area, however, is 6.75 inches wide. As 
such it is both the thinnest and widest 
band in this lineup. Although the PT-
ONE has hook-and-loop fasteners, it 
also includes three snaps. The design-

ers intend for users to get the fit right 
using the hook-and-loop fasteners and 
then put it on and take it off using the 
snaps. This supposedly reduces wear 
and tear. 

The PT-ONE holster is really a large 
pouch which fits a variety of sizes of 
handguns. Moreover, handguns can 
be installed vertically (muzzle down) 
or horizontally. A magazine pouch is 
sewn in next to the holster area. PT-
ONE is meant for concealed carry dur-
ing exercise or very casual dress. The 
breathable fabric and very stretchy and 
comfortable material are meant to ac-
commodate sweating which occurs 
during exercise, as well as keeping a 
handgun secure. A magnetic retention 
strap is included in the holster area. If 
not desired it can be pushed down into 
the holster, out of the way.

As with all the belly bands here, you 
can affix the PT-ONE to carry a weapon 
strong-side, weak-side, or anywhere in 
between. Its size and design make it 
best to wear low, on the hips. 

The PT-ONE is the most athletic of 

the four belly bands, offering effective 
deep cover concealment for those who 
desire to carry when running or doing 
other exercises. $39.50.   H

All prices as of March, 2012

Mark Kakkuri is a freelance writer in 
Oxford, Mich. You can follow him on 
Twitter @markkakkuri.

ContaCts
DeSantis Holster 
& Leather Goods Co.
www.desantisholster.com
(800) 424-1236
 
Falco Holsters
www.falcoholsters.com 

Galco International 
www.usgalco.com
(800) 874-2526

Pistol Wear, LLC
www.pistolwear.com 

belly bandS are an exCellent way to Hide a 
Handgun, but under layerS of ClotHeS tHat are 
often buttoned up or otHerwiSe leSS aCCeSSible. 
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Disclaimer: the following article is based on 
true events. Certain details have been changed 
to clarify the author’s point and to protect the 
identities of the individual(s) involved. This is 
a fictionalized version of true events designed 
to illustrate the possible consequences of a self-
defense situation.

best-selling author and CCW in-
structor Larry Correia wrote, “… 
one of the weaknesses we have as 

gun carrying types, is that we imagine 
our gunfight. We tend to have this pre-
conceived idea set in our heads about 
what our gunfight is going to be. It un-
folds a different way for everyone, and 

sadly, for some folks, it resembles a Die 
Hard movie.”

The reality, of course is much differ-
ent. Self-defense situations are fluid 
and dynamic in nature. They can hap-
pen at unexpected times and places, 
and sometimes with unexpected ag-
gressors. Sometimes you can even do 

everything right and still end up impris-
oned, injured, or worse.

The point of this article is not to instill 
fear or be cause for discouragement, 
but to stress the importance of proper 
training, situational awareness, and 
good decision-making. We will discuss 
some real life scenarios, seemingly cut 
and dried at the outset, but where there 
was, in hindsight, more than meets the 
eye.

sCenario 1
Imagine yourself out in your driveway, 
washing your car, and tending to vari-
ous projects in the garage. The neigh-
bor’s kids are playing on the lawn next 
door. You are just about to head inside 

 wHen and wHere you 

least eXPeCt it . . . 
[  B Y  R Y A N  v A N O R D E N  ]

even a perfeCt day 
waSHing your Car in 
pleaSant Suburbia  
Can be tHe Stage for a 
deadly SCenario.
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for a cold drink when a large, mangy 
dog crosses the street at a full run, bark-
ing and with teeth bared. This dog is a 
known biter and has been menacing 
the neighborhood for a few weeks now. 
You are all that stands between it and 
the children who are now running for 
their front porch in fear.

Do you draw your weapon? Do you 
have the training and skill to safely 
score hits on a fast moving target with-
out collateral damage in a residential 
neighborhood?

Let’s suppose you draw your weapon 
at a low ready position and fortunately, 
through a combination of a loud voice 
and aggressive posture, convince the 
dog—without any actual shots fired—
to continue down the street in search of 
easier prey. The kids are safe and even 
though the adrenaline is flowing, you 
are probably feeling pretty good about 
yourself. Chalk one up for the good 
guys. 

You then notice the dog’s owner, new 
to the neighborhood and who out-

weighs you by at least 80 pounds of 
solid muscle. He is not apologetically 
chasing down his animal, leash in hand, 
but walking quickly and deliberately to-
ward you with an angry look on his face. 
He appears unarmed, but also unafraid. 
Given his size, he could likely have your 
pistol in his hands after one well thrown 
punch.

Do you raise your gun? Issue a verbal 
challenge? Retreat into your home? You 
have less than a second to decide. Too 
late, you hesitated and now the neigh-
bor is in your face, nose-to-nose and 
posturing for a fight. Asking you if you 
plan to shoot his dog and outright dar-
ing you to try to defend yourself now.

We’ll discuss the events that follow in 
a moment. For now, on to the next sce-
nario.

Scenario 2
You are out for a leisurely walk in sub-
urbia on a warm Sunday afternoon with 
your young family. You are pulling a 
wagon loaded with two happy kids and 

enjoying the company and conversa-
tion of your significant other. You are 
carrying concealed, but more focused 
on relaxing than anything else.

As you round a corner you hear yell-
ing, including a significant amount of 
profanity. Your first instinct, to protect 
your kids from further exposure to adult 
language is eclipsed by the fact that 
across the street, two men stand on the 
front lawn of a house. One of the men 
has a large handgun. Both are visibly 
agitated and you’ve seen enough fights 
to know that this is going down now. 
What’s worse, you and your children 
are the backstop for the intended target 
and are directly in the line of fire. Your 
move.

aftermath and analySiS
You may have already guessed that both 
of the above scenarios actually repre-
sent a singular event as viewed through 
the eyes of two armed citizens. There 
are some facts that came to light after 
the event that could have dramatically 
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altered the outcome. First of all, the dog 
was a dangerous animal, and went on 
to attack a pregnant mother just min-
utes after being chased away from the 
children in our story. Fortunately she 
was uninjured and the dog was eventu-
ally captured and put down. 

The more surprising fact is that the 
dog’s owner, who while larger, heavier, 
and extremely aggressive, was also a 
fourteen-year old boy. His size and ap-
pearance come thanks to good genet-
ics. It becomes clear that his apparent 
lack of fear can, in part, be attributed to 
the foolishness of youth and a misguid-
ed attempt to demand respect and save 
face. Sadly, there is no good resolution 
here. Just imagine the media field day 
when the headline, Vigilante gunman 
shoots unarmed child in dispute over 
dog hits the newswire.

Fortunately, no actual shots were 
fired. The dog owner eventually backed 
down and walked away, declaring 
himself the victor because the other 
party was, “too afraid to shoot him.” 
Unfortunately, our armed citizen, still 
undoubtedly flooded with adrenaline 
from being within a trigger pull from 
shooting the dog, ran his mouth a little 
too much during the subsequent en-
counter. The result was a profanity-
laced argument with the dog owner 
where threats of force were made in 
earshot of multiple witnesses. Unable 
to calm down before the police re-
sponded to the scene, additional com-
ments were shared that eventually led 
to a misdemeanor conviction, a hefty 
fine, and the unfortunate suspension of 
his carry permit. 

I’m fairly certain that our subject did 
not envision his gunfight as beginning 
with an attacking dog and ending in a 
face-to-face near-physical confronta-
tion with an unarmed teenager who 
displayed no apparent fear of being 
shot. Things don’t usually go exactly as 
we plan, especially when it comes to 
self-defense.

In our second scenario, the other gun 
owner chose discretion and retreated 
with his family to a safe distance and 
behind cover before contacting the po-
lice. His main mistake was not display-
ing enough situational awareness until 
he and his family were in the probable 

line of fire. Not knowing how the con-
frontation began, he could have mis-
takenly identified the man with the 
gun, who was now screaming and red 
in the face, as the sole aggressor here 
and acted with incomplete informa-
tion to intervene. One headline might 
read: Concealed-carry permit holders 
exchange shots in suburban gunfight, 
surrounded by innocent bystanders. As 
you can see, there are a number of ways 
this could have turned ugly. All it takes 
is a mistake and a reporter with an axe 
to grind in search of a Pulitzer.

There were actually two other legally 
armed witnesses to this scenario (one 
of the reasons I love Utah) who also 
chose to seek a safe position and con-
tact police while remaining ready to act 
if threatened. Furthermore, this all oc-
curred on a quiet Sunday afternoon in 
a low-crime neighborhood, once again 
proving that self defense situations can 
occur anywhere, and at any time.

ConClusion
What are we to do? Unfortunately, we 
will rarely have all of the information 
we need during a self-defense situation. 
One of the main lessons in my eyes is 
that while there are scenarios where 
drawing and using a firearm are justi-

fied, it is relatively easy, through poor 
judgment, to remove all legitimacy and 
appear as the aggressor. It is easy to 
make mistakes in the heat of the mo-
ment. This article could just as easily 
have been titled Keep your Cool.

Therefore it is on all of us first of all to 
obtain and maintain a reasonable level 
of training. Not only proficiency with 
our weapons, but a constant review of 
the legality of use of force and a proper 
mindset that allows for action uncloud-
ed by emotion. Secondly, we need to 
consider how we will react to possible 
situations outside of our ideal gunfight. 
It is much easier to act appropriately if 
we have some idea beforehand of how 
we will do so. Third, we must act calmly 
and judiciously during such a scenario. 
Cooler heads prevail. Finally, it is often 
best to do all of the above, while keep-
ing our mouths shut and under control.

Stay safe out there.   H

Ryan VanOrden is an executive recruiter 
by trade and volunteer gun-safety lec-
turer to anyone who will listen. He is a 
competitive shooter, lifelong gun-nut, 
and self-defense advocate. He lives in 
Utah and has carried a pistol under 
a valid Utah permit for more than 12 
years.

our SubjeCt did not enviSion HiS gunfigHt 
ending witH a Hefty fine, and tHe unfortunate 
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Once upon a time, a person interested in learning 
how to use a firearm for self-defense had only 
one choice: he could join the military and learn 
marksmanship from a drill sergeant.1 

in those years, although most ordi-
nary people owned guns, they used 
those firearms primarily for hunting 

or recreation. It was a rare person who 
owned a gun simply for self-defense. 
Among those who did, there was little 
recognition of the need for training in 
how to use it effectively. Even law en-
forcement officers learned little about 

how to use their service weapons for 
self-protection; They already knew how 
to shoot when they were hired, so what 
else could they possibly need to learn?

Two things changed that perspective. 
First, an increase in the number of law 
enforcement deaths in the late 1950s 
and throughout the 1960s gave rise to 
what we now call the Officer Survival 

Movement that began in earnest in the 
early 1970s.  During those early years 
(and to some extent even today), there 
was bitter opposition to the idea that an 
officer might need to know more about 
firearms and self-defense than simply 
how to pull a trigger. But the change 
did take place, and today’s law enforce-
ment trainers widely recognize that 
their officers need to learn a whole lot 
more than basic marksmanship if they 
are going to survive a deadly force en-
counter in the real world.

At the same time these changes were 
taking place on the law enforcement 

1. The use of the word he in this sentence is deliberate, since we are talking about a time several decades before women could enjoy the dubious pleasure of be-
ing verbally abused by a drill sergeant in the regular military forces.

a bargain for learnerS
[  B Y  K A T H Y  J A C K S O N  ]
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side, the rest of the civilian self-de-
fense world was undergoing a similar 
revolution in thought. Like the Officer 
Survival Movement, this citizen revo-
lution began in the 1970s, but it really 
hit its stride two decades later as laws 
changed to allow more people to get 
their concealed carry permits. This 
revolution trumpeted two important 
messages: first, that guns are useful 
for defense against violent crime, and 
second, that simply owning a defensive 
firearm does not mean a citizen is pre-
pared to protect himself or herself from 
criminal danger. 

Today, gun owners rarely talk about 
self-defense without talking about 

training. We talk about what to practice, 
what bad habits to avoid, which tech-
niques to use, which additional skill 
sets we might need. Most of us find that 
the decision to use a firearm in self-
defense provokes a host of legal, ethi-
cal, and practical concerns—concerns 
that are best dealt with from a strong 
place of knowledge. When we commit 
ourselves to carrying a firearm, we also 
commit ourselves to learning how to 
keep ourselves and our families safe. 
That’s why Concealed Carry Magazine 
is so popular, and the USCCA so strong: 
because USCCA members take that 
commitment to learning so seriously. 

Today, professional defensive fire-

arms instructors teach classes every-
where. Many offer training at fixed 
schools and private ranges. Some travel 
between locations, holding classes all 
over the country. Most have special-
ties: managing contact with unknown 
strangers, or making the physical tran-
sition from being caught off guard to 
effectively fighting back, or working in 
close quarters, or weathering the legal 
and social aftermath of a violent event. 

clockwise from 
right: Tom Givens, 
Rob Pincus, John 
Farnam, Lt. Chuck 
Haggard, and 
Spencer Keepers 
provide eye-
opening lessons 
in defensive 
pistolcraft.

CCM Editor Kathy Jackson shoots the 
closely-timed Standards portion of 
the match, which tests participants’ 
ability to hit targets under a variety of 
realistic conditions.

right and below: Working with an assis-
tant, edged weapon expert Leslie Buck 
demonstrates knife retention skills for his 
students.
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name of article here

In fact, there is a bewildering array of 
subjects, themes, and classes taught 
by qualified professional trainers. So 
how does a determined student figure 
out which subjects are worth learning, 
or which trainers worth learning them 
from?

Tom Givens suggests prospective 
students might begin to answer that 
question by attending the Tactical 
Conference he organizes through 
Rangemaster every year. Most years, 
around 20 trainers show up for this 
event, each one teaching a two-hour 
block of instruction that might be of-
fered several times during the weekend. 
When not shooting the Polite Society 
match that is the other half of this 
event, attendees are free to attend the 
training blocks. Those who are careful 
with their time over that three-day pe-
riod could attend a number of training 
blocks taught by well-known instruc-
tors from all over the country. At a cost 
of less than $250 for three days of train-
ing available eight hours a day, Givens 
says, “That’s kind of a bargain.”

This year’s Tactical Conference, held 

the weekend of February 17-19, was 
no exception. It featured many well-
known names such as John Farnam, 
Paul Gomez, and Rob Pincus, along 
with others whose names aren’t quite 
as familiar, but whose work should be. 

For example, Lt. Chuck Haggard of 
the Topeka Police Department spoke 
about “active killers.” He presented 
startling details from mass casualty 
events throughout the past several de-
cades, including an in-depth look at the 
Columbine High School shooting and 
the horrible event in Mumbai. Haggard 
discussed ways that ordinary people 
can prepare themselves to cope with 
sudden violence in crowded surround-
ings, and eloquently made the case for 
rapid, decisive action to save lives in-
cluding one’s own. Haggard noted that 
the majority of these events are stopped 
(when they are stopped), by the actions 
of people actually on the scene when 
the shootings start. “Historically, at the 
first hint of tactical pressure, these guys 
fold. They shoot themselves or give up,” 
Haggard said. Although the subject was 
grim, the presentation was hopeful: 

there are ways to lessen your personal 
risk from these events, and there are 
things you can teach your children to 
lessen their already-low risk of being 
affected by a school shooting. For ex-
ample, Haggard suggests pre-planning 
a place to meet your child off campus, 
and discussing with them when they 
might flee the school rather than stay-
ing on campus. With a heavy emphasis 
on realistic planning, Haggard noted 
that not every scenario is survivable. 
“If you cannot survive,” he says, “don’t 
make your family go through the emo-
tional trauma of a murder trial. Take the 
[bad guys] with you.” 

Craig “SouthNarc” Douglas taught a 
four-hour block that got participants 
up and moving. The subject title was 
“Managing Unknown Contacts,” which 
frankly made me think of prescription 
eyewear when I first heard it. But the 
class was truly eye-opening as Douglas 
taught us how to think about deal-
ing with strangers and how to avoid 
unwanted interactions with people 
we don’t know. With a strong focus on 
awareness, Douglas discussed ways we 

KATHy JACKSoN TAKES 
CoVER BEHiND A 
VEHiCLE WHiLE SoLViNG 
A CoMPLEx LoW-LiGHT 
SHooTiNG PRoBLEM AT 
RANGEMASTER’S TACTiCAL 
CoNFERENCE AND MATCH.
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could avoid task fixation in public (such 
as not texting messages unless we are in 
a secure location). He encouraged us to 
widen our attention after focusing in 
on a necessary task, deliberately look-
ing around after counting change or 
reading a sign. When approached by a 
stranger in a parking lot, Douglas sug-
gests, the appropriate response should 
be eye contact followed by a simple, 
clear request in a level, calm voice: 
“Hey, buddy, can you do me a favor and 
stop right there …” Douglas empha-
sized that the initial voicing should not 
be a command, which might escalate 
into an unnecessary confrontation, nor 
should it be a question, which invites a 
closer approach.  Throughout the class, 
Douglas repeatedly emphasized the 
importance of staying conscious and 
mobile if attacked: “These are your two 
goals. Stay conscious and stay on your 
feet. Keep those goals in mind!” With its 
strong emphasis on verbal and physical 
skills to avoid a fight, and how to suc-
cessfully make the transition to a fire-
arm if a fight was inevitable, I found this 
presentation hugely valuable, and look 
forward to learning more from Douglas 
as time and budget allow.

Dr. Glenn Meyer, professor of psy-
chology at Trinity University in San 
Antonio, Texas, gave a talk titled 
“Modern Psychology and Gunfighting.” 
Dr. Meyer has done some intriguing re-
search about the factors that influence 
juries in self-defense cases, including 
the defendant’s choice of firearm and 
ammunition. Presenting his informa-
tion in a humorously engaging style, 
Dr. Meyer outlined the human factors 
and risks associated with common gun 
designs, and discussed ways in which 
societal and cultural biases might influ-
ence a gun fight. 

On the criminal psychology side of 
things, William Aprill discussed the fac-
tors that create and motivate violent 
criminals. Although this understanding 
is important for deterrence and avoid-
ance, Aprill cautioned participants not 
to get too hung up on those details: 
“You need to recognize that your con-
sent and your understanding are not 
required for someone else to decide 
that you are a problem that only has a 
lethal solution.” With that caution in 

place, Aprill went on to outline a num-
ber of surprising ways students could 
avoid or de-escalate frightening situa-
tions.

Jim Higginbotham discussed how to 
set up an effective training program 
and prepare oneself for a criminal en-
counter. Perhaps the most intriguing 
part of his presentation came at the 
beginning of his lecture, when he out-
lined the things that do not generally 
matter in defensive situations: stance, 
your choice of firearm, your ammu-
nition, how you hold the gun, your 
ability as a shooter … If none of those 
things matter, what does? “Awareness 

matters,” said Higginbotham, “and so 
does your intention and ability to fight 
back.” Those two things matter the 
most, Higginbotham asserted, because 
most criminal encounters stop when 
the assailant changes his mind. It is 
only in the very rare situations where 
the criminal does not change his mind 
that these other factors come into play. 
Nevertheless, he said, it’s important to 
prepare yourself to deal with the ones 
who do not decide to stop. “If you pre-
pare only for the ‘average’ gunfight,” 
Higginbotham warned, “then if you 
were in one hundred criminal encoun-
ters you would lose fifty of them! That’s 
not acceptable.” 

There simply isn’t enough space in a 
short article like this to outline all the 
different lectures and classes that were 

available over the weekend. For that 
matter, there wasn’t enough time to at-
tend them all. Lectures covered practi-
cal topics such as ready positions, effi-
cient drawstrokes, and stoppage reduc-
tion; criminal-defense topics such as 
how to deal with knives or how to pro-
tect family members; and equipment-
selection topics such as how to find and 
use smart technology to improve your 
practice time, or what to look for when 
choosing ammunition. 

Other presenters included Claude 
Werner, Skip Gochenour, Dr. Martin 
Topper, Steve Moses, Karl Rehn, 
Spencer Keepers, John Hearne, Leslie 

Buck—and, of course, Rangemaster’s 
own Tom Givens. Although Givens was 
busy running the match and overseeing 
the entire event, he still found time to 
present his not-to-be-missed “Lessons 
from the Street” lecture, a detailed af-
ter-action report about ten different 
shootings that involved Rangemaster 
students, and an overview of trends 
seen in a much larger number of shoot-
ings over the past several years.

After attending the Rangemaster 
Tactical Conference and Polite Society 
Match, I have a strong sense that 
Givens is right: this three-day confer-
ence allowed me to see nearly two doz-
en trainers in action, and get a feel for 
what they teach and why they teach it. I 
came away deeply thankful for the rich 
lessons.   H

Psychology professor Dr. Glenn Meyer (kneeling) gave a 
well-received lecture about human factors in gunfights, 
then shot the tactical match. To the shooter’s left, you can 
see several three-dimensional, realistic targets designed 
to fall when hit in the upper center chest or head.
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Hammer
If you are reading this magazine, you already made 
or are on your way to making the conscious decision 
to use deadly force in order to save your life or the 
life of a loved one. 

Hopefully, that decision has been 
made while understanding the 
complexity of what a shooting 

might involve. You already realized that 
the decision to pull the trigger comes 
not at the moment of facing a criminal, 
but it was done long before and after se-
rious consideration. When the moment 
comes, you in all probability will not 
have time to engage in a deep introspec-
tion, but react to the danger stimulus in 
front of you or use what little precious 
time is available to seek an advantage 
that will let you live. These moments 

cannot be wasted on a last-minute moral 
struggle, or trying to wave away doubts 
one might suddenly have about your ca-
pabilities, or trying to figure out the legal 
troubles you may face. Hesitation will 
lead to death or grave injury.

For those who live in a world of willful 
ignorance of the subject, the decision is 
rather easy and without complications. 
We have heard and read of people boast-
ing that they would “pop” anybody that 
would threaten them, but have no plan 
or are not prepared to face danger, coun-
ter it and deal with what comes next. This 

is a reflection of a poor decision taken in 
the ignorance of what really happens 
in life. It is your responsibility as a law 
abiding gun owner to take the decision 
after deep thought and analysis.

When you decide to delve into what 
it takes to morally, ethically, and legally 
survive a deadly force encounter, you 
will realize you don’t know everything 
and cannot predict most of the conse-
quences you may face. It is a sobering 
realization. Some literally give up and 
go back to a life depending on good luck 
and the false peace of mind that comes 
when one refuses to take responsibility. 
You take responsibility because you also 
realized Life is always a much better al-
ternative for you and your loved ones.

You will minimize the aftermath be-
cause by addressing your lack of knowl-

On DrOpping tHe
On DrOpping tHe

[  B Y  M I G U E L  G O N Z A L E Z  ]
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Hammer
edge, you understood what might hap-
pen, learned what can go wrong, and 
made the decision to legally, ethically, 
and morally lessen it. And even a Mr. 
Boastful will help you learn because you 
will see his story in the papers or on TV 
and how his ignorance led to a series of 
mistakes that either got him killed or 
have him wearing orange rompers with 
the name of the local jail stenciled on 
the back. He chose to remain ignorant 
and bet on information that was not ac-
curate, but made him feel good, and he 
lost big. Ours is a much harder path, but 
one that provides a less troublesome af-
termath. 

Since the day we are born, we are 
taught that the killing of a fellow human 
being is the ultimate taboo: sinful, for-
bidden, Kapu. It is a deep and necessary 

indoctrination that allows us to be part 
of a stable society. We deeply value life 
and honor those who save it; we would 
rather heal than kill, and to cure than 
hurt. That is the first obstacle we must 
overcome when one makes the deci-
sion to defend oneself. We accept the 
fact that when we pull that trigger, the 
life of another human being might end 
and we will break the primordial rule 
of society. Yet, the violation of our most 
basic teaching is the foundation of our 
self-defense decision making. It is the 
ultimate contradiction, the possibility of 
extinguishing a life in order to save one. 

One may ponder that we run the risk of 
doubting ourselves because we are over 
thinking: We are never prepared enough, 
or good enough, we do not know the law 
enough, we are not physically fit, etc. 

But it is just the opposite; we can use 
that doubt to learn and improve in our 
defensive mindset and training. If you 
are unsure what are your state laws re-
garding the use of deadly force, you will 
take the time to consult a criminal law-
yer, a state’s attorney or a serious group 
specializing in these types of events. You 
might need to diet to improve your fit-
ness and be able to respond properly, or 
shoot an extra few rounds a month to 
improve accuracy, or maybe dry fire to 
maintain proper trigger control. Every 
little bit helps you in confirming you 
made the right decision and getting rid 
of your initial doubts. This effort will 
help you make better and faster deci-
sions when and if the time comes; in-
stead of wondering if you are doing the 
right thing or if you will be spending 

On DrOpping tHeHammer
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DrOpping tHe Hammer

time in prison for using deadly force, 
you will be alive because your mind was 
where it needed it to be.

I spent my formative years in Catholic 
school and under the wing of a very re-
ligious mother who eschewed violence 
and hated guns. Thou Shall Not Kill is 
deeply engraved in my brain–although 
I have to admit, I need Cliff notes for 
the other commandments. But what-
ever doubts I had about shooting an 
attacker ended more than twenty years 
ago on the day a neighbor of mine who 
I had known almost all my life was mur-
dered by two armed robbers in front of 
his house. It was not only the act itself 
of losing somebody who was like family, 
but seeing the catastrophic changes that 
the family had to go through, and still 
goes through every day, that cemented 
my conviction. That family lost the head 
of the household, the good provider, the 
caring husband, and guiding father; and 
what was supposed to be a simple and 
happy life for them turned into years of 
pain, harder work, conflicts, and fam-
ily turbulence that still resonate today. 
I refuse to have my family go through 
the same pain and suffering because I 
might have doubts about the possibil-
ity of killing another human being who 
has no trouble with the idea of killing 
me. Why should I agree with the killer’s 
notion that my life has little or no value? 
Sorry, I don’t give discounts on my life. If 
you want it, you better be ready to pay 
full price. 

When we are forced to drop the ham-
mer, we will be aiming and shooting 
with intent to stop another human being 
and we must do so without hesitation, 
knowing that we will inflict pain and 
damage and “not caring” about it. We 
will be caring only that his actions cease 
and the danger stops. Death of the sub-
ject is a possible consequence, but not 
necessarily, so neither is it to be particu-
larly sought. In any case, this is not your 
fault, but the fault of the criminal since 
he made the conscious decision that day 
of acquiring what he wanted by illegal 
and dangerous means. Unfortunately 
for him, he made a poor victim selection 
choice when he decided to threaten you 
or your loved ones and he paid up to the 
ultimate price for it.

There are two people who must make 

a decision in order for you to drop the 
hammer. The first one is you, and I hope 
we covered all those mental, moral, le-
gal, and religious questions. You seek no 
ill gotten gains, nor power over anybody, 
you just want to live your life peacefully 
and within the law.

On the other side of the equation, of 
course, is your attacker the person who 
made the decision that took you to drop 
the hammer. He made a grave choice in 
the victim selection process by attacking 
you. He was not forced to do it, he chose 
to do it. His desire for property or power 
was also made before the encounter. He 
could have woken up that day and said, 
“I will stop being a criminal. I will not 
hurt anybody from now on.” If the ex-
cuse is drug dependency, he could have 
also chosen to surrender himself to the 
myriad of state programs to rehabilitate 
addicts instead of grabbing a weapon 
and searching for somebody with cash 
or jewelry to rob. He had a myriad of op-
portunities since he managed to under-
stand the concept of right and wrong to 
decide to be a non-violent and produc-
tive member of society. Instead he let 
himself be seduced by the easiness of 
crime and went out in the world look-
ing for prey. Still, at any time between 
waking up and the seconds before he 
decided to attack you, he could have 
chosen not to do it. Alas! He spent his 
time roaming the streets until serendip-
ity took him to intercept your path and 
he ended up on the losing side of Life’s 
lottery. As un-Christian as it may sound, 
I really do not care if an attacker dies, is 
paralyzed or has to retain body waste in 

a plastic bag for the rest of his days; he 
devalued his life by choosing to become 
society’s varmint.

A deeply reasoned decision to shoot 
is sobering, but perhaps one of the 
most important you will ever take. Take 
the time at least one night a month, in 
a calm household, to review your deci-
sion. Always keep learning and research-
ing about what moral, religious, and le-
gal components you need to cover and 
refresh. This learning is not static. You 
will always find another tactic, another 
idea, a review of a law or even an online 
video of a gas station robbery that will 
help you improve and help you when 
the time comes to pull the trigger and 
stop an attacker. This deeply reasoned 
decision will be a sobering epiphany, but 
perhaps one of the most important you 
will ever take because you will not have 
the chance to take some time off and 
contemplate pros and cons once some-
one is attacking you with deadly intent. 
You must react instantly and to the best 
of your training or perish.   H

Miguel Gonzalez spent several years 
in the security business, and counts it 
a victory that he has no extra holes or 
scars that were not medically given or 
self inflicted, although he has seen more 
guns by the wrong end than any healthy 
and law abiding person should. He 
has carried concealed in two countries 
(Venezuela and the USA), is a certified 
NRA instructor, and describes himself 
as the worst IDPA shooter in the State 
of Florida. Contact him via email at 
Miguel@gatillo.com.
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The physical skills of self-defense are simple. 

a gun is a nifty machine that throws 
rocks in a straight line. The physi-
cal skills of aiming and pressing a 

trigger are neither complicated nor de-
manding. Knives are made to cut, and 
with a well-made, honed blade a child 
can cut material, flesh, and tendon. 
People have killed and maimed with 
weapons without training or experience 
and even by accident.

It’s the same with unarmed skills. 
Bringing someone to his knees is not 
complicated or demanding. A cupped-
hand slap over the ears is remarkably 
reliable, but simple does not mean easy. 
When used in self-defense, any of these 
skills will be used in a stew of fear and 

uncertainty where everything begins 
with the threat in a position of advan-
tage. You might have to think clearly and 
not have the time to do so; might need to 
see an opportunity you have never seen 
before.

This is why we all know that physical 
training in basic skills is not enough. 
Marksmanship is not the same as the 
ability to shoot under duress. The abil-
ity to perform a martial technique in a 
dojo does not mean that you have any 
idea how to apply the same technique 
in a sudden assault. So we train tactical 
skills and adaptation and, ideally, force-
on-force.

But that’s not enough either. Because 

many of the failures in self-defense are 
neither physical nor tactical. They are 
emotional. If you debrief enough people 
after bad events, you will hear one thing 
very consistently, “I knew what was hap-
pening, I knew exactly what I needed to 
do, but for some reason, I couldn’t do it.” 
Many freeze. Some keep doing the same 
failed technique over and over again in 
what I call an adrenaline loop. Some 
find, much to their surprise, that they 
cannot make themselves do things they 
know perfectly well how to do.

We all have a lifetime of experience. 
We all have an emotional underpinning 
of who we are. In that interaction with 
nature and nurture, all of us have sub-
consciously absorbed or created certain 
rules about what we can or can’t do.

Emotional ShortS in 
thE SElf-DEfEnSE machinE
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Unfortunately, for the most part 
those rules were ingrained in normal 
situations with normal expectations and 
risks. They might well come out in a life-
or-death situation where they are not 
appropriate. The price can be high.

All humans have issues with using 
force on another human being. These 
glitches are largely subconscious and 
can determine what you will and won’t 
be able to do. They will come out under 
stress.

a thouGht ExpErimEnt
In Facing Violence: Preparing for the 
Unexpected, I put forward a thought ex-
periment to help find glitches:

Someone comes at you with a butch-
er knife. You have nowhere to retreat. 
You have a gun. The Threat has intent, 
means, and opportunity to kill you and 
you have precluded all other options. 
This is a shoot/no-shoot scenario. Do 
you shoot? Are you okay with that? Think 
about it.

Notice that shooting and being okay 
with shooting are two separate issues. If 
you think they are the same thing, if you 
think you will be emotionally unscathed 
by anything that you are willing to do, 
you probably haven’t thought about it 
deeply.

Now change an element. As you read 
what follows, don’t try to think of the 
right answer. Notice instead where the 
answer takes a second, when you get a 
little hiccup in your process. That, my 
friends, is a glitch.
•	 The Threat is twelve years old. Do you 

still shoot? Are you okay with that?
•	 If the Threat was six years old? Four?
•	 A woman?
•	 A pregnant woman?
•	 Would you shoot a pregnant woman 

in front of her children?
•	 A pregnant woman in front of your 

children? 
•	 A mentally disabled person who can’t 

realize what they are doing?
•	 Your own spouse?

•	 Your own child?
•	 What if cameras are rolling?

tracinG thE SourcE
Some of the common glitches come 
from immature ideas of what force is and 
should be. If we ever use force, especially 
deadly force, we want it to be on a bad 
guy, not a scared kid with a brain chem-
istry imbalance that prevents him from 
understanding what he or she is doing. 

We train to protect our families, but 
family members do stab family mem-
bers. If that is something you choose 
not to think about, it is a glitch that will 
freeze you.

If you glitched on the pregnant threat 
or the child witnesses it may simply be 
the understanding that decisions of this 
magnitude have effects that go well be-
yond the people involved. Creating a 
corpse creates widows and orphans as 
well.

And if cameras affect your decision, 
you may just know that anything bloody 

tHere are inDiViDUaLS 
WHO COULD nOt get 
tHemSeLVeS tO pOint 
a Firearm at anOtHer 
HUman Being.
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gLitCHeS

is worth airtime and truth is less impor-
tant than sensation to today’s audience.

These examples only scratch the sur-
face. I have put people through scenar-
ios who could not point a firearm at an-
other human being and were completely 
unaware. The officer had the weapon be-
hind his leg, but clearly remembered fo-
cusing on his front sight. I have worked 
with martial artists who could strike 
with incredible power, but faced with an 
armored threat were unable to hit a hu-
man being.

The nature of blind spots is that you 
cannot see your own, and glitches are 
very much blind spots. Looking for your 
own is one of the best practices to pre-
vent freezing later. When do you change 
subjects? What do you dislike talking 
about? What are the natures of the sto-
ries you do not like to hear? When do you 
insist that you could have done things 
differently than another person?

What are the things you dislike, the 
things you avoid doing? Knife train-
ing may be a waste of time if you can’t 
handle messy spills. How much do you 
have to work yourself up to say what 
needs to be said? Do you think, for some 
reason, that shooting will be easier? If 
you train others, you have an absolute 
responsibility to look for glitches, to find 
the hesitations that might cost your stu-
dents dearly.

You can deal with glitches one of three 
ways: get over them, adapt to them, or by 
an act of will.

rEmovE thE Glitch
Some glitches can be reasoned around. 
You’ll find a lot of big kids who, as adults 
are hesitant to go hands-on. They have 
been told from the time they were small 
that they could hurt other kids and never 
to hit. With this student profile, you can 
show them how they can judiciously 
scale force only if they stay in control. If 
they hold back until they are desperate, 
the tendency to over-react under fear 
will make them more likely to injure.

Many women in martial arts have 
learned through bitter experience that 
if they have the physical skills to beat a 
man, many men will raise the impact 
level to not lose. These women have 
been conditioned that it is safer to lose to 
a man than it is to win. Logic won’t help 

with this one, the condi-
tioning is too deep. They 
need to be trained in an 
environment where the 
fighting is fair and suc-
cess is rewarded and not 
punished.

People who will not 
fight for themselves will 
usually fight for their 
children. Sometimes, 
when they grasp that 
defending oneself is 
saving your children 
from growing up as 
orphans …

aDapt to thE Glitch
There are certain peo-
ple who will not be 
able to get over certain 
glitches. Usually, this 
is conscious. Someone 
who can’t seem to hurt 
people is acting uncon-
sciously. Someone who 
self-identifies as a paci-
fist is acting consciously 
and will not want to get 
over a glitch.

There are effective 
low-risk-of-injury tech-
niques in some martial arts, and peace-
ful people need to concentrate there. 
The weapon equivalent is a Taser as 
opposed to a handgun. I am convinced 
that one of the reasons threats tend to 
comply faster facing Tasers than guns 
is because they know fewer officers will 
hesitate to tase.

I personally believe that using a knife 
is primarily an emotional skill, not a 
technical one, and relatively few people 
could use a knife. If a person can’t cut the 
throat on a goat or chop the head off a 
chicken or rabbit, I have little faith that 
they can stick a blade into the stomach 
of a screaming, struggling human being.

forcE yourSElf paSt thE Glitch
On the surface, it is simple. You realize 
you are in a bad situation, you decide 
what to do, and you make yourself do it.

The trap in this is that it is so easy to 
say, and so easy to believe. If your will is 
that strong, go outside right now and roll 
in the mud. Did you do it? If so, I believe 

that you can make yourself do what you 
need to do. If not, I doubt your will. More 
importantly, you should doubt it too.

Can you, as an act of will, be rude to a 
stranger? Why do you think it would be 
easier to hit one? How often, really do 
you just say, “No.” “No” as a complete 
sentence, without the urge to explain 
and make sure no feelings are hurt? 
Because in the end, any act of self-de-
fense is just saying “No!”   H

A seventeen-year veteran of a metropoli-
tan correctional system and a former 
advisor to the Iraqi Correctional System, 
Rory Miller has built a resume that in-
cludes thousands of hours of firearms, 
unarmed combatives and tactical work 
and training. Rory has a Bachelor’s de-
gree in psychology, a black belt in jujutsu 
and college varsities in judo and fenc-
ing. He wrote “Meditations on Violence: 
A Comparison of Martial Arts Training 
and Real World Violence.” Visit his web-
site at www.chirontraining.com.   

Would you 
shoot a 

woman?
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Bigger, SmaLLer, StronGEr,  Weaker,
   YOUnger, O L D e r :

You’re in your home, late at night, when suddenly 
you hear a loud banging at your front door. 

arming yourself, you move to inves-
tigate, and are confronted by a very 
large individual who has smashed 

through the front door and is standing in 
your home. You don’t know him or why 
he is there. You raise your pistol and de-
mand that he leave, warning that you will 
shoot if he doesn’t go. Without a word, he 
advances on you. You retreat, repeating 
your warning, until you have run out of 
room, your back to the wall, with no-
where to go. He continues advancing, 
menacingly, his arms outstretched in an 
aggressive posture. He is unarmed; Your 
mind races; Do you shoot? If you choose 

to shoot, what might be the ramifica-
tions of that split-second decision?

Self-defense students nationwide are 
instructed that, before a person is jus-
tified in employing deadly force, they 
must have a reasonable apprehension 
of imminent death or great bodily harm. 
In states which have adopted the castle 
doctrine into their common law, citizens 
have no duty to retreat within their own 
home; many of us are taught that even 
an unarmed assailant may be subjected 
to deadly force if there is a disparity of 
force situation. Although this precise 
terminology cannot be found in a single 

reported case anywhere in the coun-
try, the concept is articulated in a great 
many cases from around the country. 

For example, the Minnesota Supreme 
Court has observed that a disparity in 
the age and physical size of victim and 
defendant are relevant to the determina-
tion of whether the level of force used by 
the defender was reasonable. But, you 
think, “Wait a minute, if I am justified 
in using deadly force why are we even 
talking about how much deadly force is 
reasonable?”

Following an incident involving the 
exact scenario provided above, a client 
of mine recently found himself charged 
with Felony First Degree Assault and 
jailed on $100,000 bail, due to “public 

[  B Y  J I M  F L E M I N G ,  E S Q .  ]
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Bigger, SmaLLer, StronGEr,  Weaker,
   YOUnger, O L D e r :

safety concerns.” Armed with my knowl-
edge of disparity of force, garnered pri-
marily as a self-defense instructor, I went 
to the prosecutor and began to argue the 
concept as a justification for the shoot-
ing. The response was, “I’ve never heard 
of it,” and, “We don’t want people with 
guns going around shooting unarmed 
people.” In reality, these incidents, most 
often occur at white hot, blinding speed, 
under circumstances where a defender 
is experiencing shock, fear, adrenaline 
dump, and sensory distortion. They will, 
however, be subject to a cold and cal-
culated review and evaluation by indi-
viduals sitting in the relative safety of a 
courtroom or a jury deliberation room. 
The events and actions of the principals 

will be subject to intense scrutiny lasting 
for days. You have heard of the concept 
of a jury of your peers. If you are the in-
dividual confronted in your own living 
room in the middle of the night by the 
large, vicious attacker who comes at you 
full speed, his eyes filled with rage, think 
about it. Who are your peers? Are you 
scared now? You ought to be.

With these thoughts in mind, I be-
gan an exhaustive study of the dispar-
ity of force concept in the law, with an 
eye toward instructing my prosecu-
tor, highlighting the pointlessness of 
further prosecution, and getting my 
client out of jail with the charges dis-
missed. What I found during my re-
search enlightened me, and prompted 

me to write this article on the subject.
Across the country, the law of self-de-

fense is incorporated into state statutes, 
enacted by legislatures. In general, these 
statutes state the deadly force test as (1) 
a reasonable apprehension of imminent 
death or great bodily harm; (2) that the 
defender must retreat if it can be done 
safely, or unless in such circumstances 
that no duty to retreat exists; (3) that 
the defender not be the aggressor in the 
confrontation; and (4) that the defender 
employ only that level of force reason-
ably necessary to protect from the at-
tack.

Most important, the analysis of these 
factors is employed in the courts, not 
as an absolute defense that prevents 

UnDerStanDing 
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DiSparitY OF FOrCe

prosecution, but instead only to assist 
a trial court in determining whether a 
self-defense instruction should be given 
to a jury. If the defendant who has been 
charged with a crime for having used 
deadly force can produce some evi-
dence supporting the existence of these 
elements, and the prosecution cannot 
disprove the defendant’s claims, the 
instruction must be given. However, it 
will still be up to the jury to determine 
whether the use of deadly force was jus-
tified based upon an application of these 
factors to the evidence presented at trial. 
If the prosecution cannot disprove the 
existence of the elements of self-defense 
beyond a reasonable doubt, then the 
jury should acquit. But the issue does 
not end there.

In some jurisdictions, the circum-
stances many of us understand as evi-
dence of a disparity of force are to be 
considered by the jury in determining 
whether the defender had a reasonable 
fear of death or great bodily injury (el-
ement #1 above). Examples are found 
in decisions issued in Alabama, Alaska, 
Illinois, Mississippi, North Carolina, 
Ohio, and Oklahoma.1  In other jurisdic-
tions, the jury is instructed to consider 
this evidence in determining whether 
the amount of force employed was a 
reasonable level of force (element #4). 

Examples are found in Massachusetts 
and Minnesota, and in a 1996 decision 
from New York, where a jury had to de-
termine whether the defender used an 
excessive amount of force when he shot 
his attacker six times. “But wait,” you say, 
“Weren’t we trained to continue shoot-
ing until the threat is stopped?” Yes you 
were, but you need to understand that 
having done so does not lead you to the 
medal platform for the awarding of tro-
phies. It can, and may well lead you into 
the courtroom, where the second part of 
this battle is going to take place.

This sort of analysis can vary from state 
to state. In Illinois, in 1962, the Illinois 
Supreme Court ruled that the defender, 
who shot an individual who entered his 
room in a boarding house and attacked 
him, was not required to measure the 
precise amount of force he might use 
to repel that invasion of his room, or to 
protect his person from the reasonably 
anticipated violence. In other words, the 
court did not take up a consideration 
of whether the amount of force the de-
fender used was excessive. They ruled 
that once he determined that he had 
to use deadly force to protect himself, 
he was not obliged to worry about how 
much deadly force he could employ. 

In other jurisdictions, they are not 
clear how they want to use the disparity 

concept; they just do, sometimes vary-
ing the application from case to case.

For example, in a 2000 Alabama ap-
pellate court decision, the court stat-
ed that an unarmed assault normally 
will not justify the use of deadly force. 
However, when there is a “great dispar-
ity between the parties in the matter of 
physical power or other peculiar condi-
tions,” the inability to resist the attack by 
the more powerful individual may give 
rise to a reasonable apprehension of 
danger which would justify using deadly 
force to defend against the attack. This 
reasoning echoes earlier decisions dat-
ing from 1934 in Georgia, and 1975 in 
North Carolina in which the courts ruled 
that the physical disparity between the 
attacker and the defender was relevant 
to the jury’s decision as to whether the 
accused experienced a reasonable fear 
of death or great bodily injury, and also, 
whether the use of deadly force in de-
fense was an excessive use of force.

It’s important to note that the court 
decisions where these issues are con-
sidered are presented to the appellate 
courts following a conviction where the 
trial court refused to give a self-defense 
instruction. The accused was, in each 
case, convicted of criminal offenses 
charged as the result of having used 
deadly force to protect themselves from 

an OLDer, WeaKer 
perSOn SHOULD nOt 
Be eXpeCteD tO USe 
OnLY HiS FiStS tO 
FigHt OFF an attaCKer 
WHO iS YOUnger anD 
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an unprovoked attack. The decisions 
reached in each of these cases required 
that the convicted defender be granted 
a new trial in which the jury would be 
provided a self-defense instruction, in-
cluding reference to the disparity issue. 
This is uniformly true of all the appellate 
court decisions reviewed. It is simply 
impossible to accurately reflect those in-
stances where the defenders ultimately 
prevailed, or those cases where prosecu-
tors have declined to bring charges in 
a given case based upon consideration 
of these factors. But, it is clear that the 
analysis can get dicey, as reflected in the 
language of the 1975 North Carolina de-
cision: “If the assailant uses nondeadly 
force, then generally deadly force cannot 
be used by the person attacked; provid-
ed there is no great disparity in strength, 
size, numbers, etc., between the person 
attacked and his assailant.” 

Obviously, the court in this case failed 
to recognize that any unarmed physical 
attack may ultimately result in death or 
great bodily injury. The court chose to 
characterize an unarmed attack as non-
deadly force simply because the attacker 
did not pursue the attack with some kind 
of weapon other than his fists and feet.

The implications are serious and 
worth thinking about. Must any of us, 
confronted with an attacker intent on 
using his fists or feet to assault us, stop 
to consider whether we will ultimately 
only suffer a black eye, a bloody nose, or 
whether we might be struck with such 
force that our head is bounced off con-
crete pavement and that we bleed to 
death from a brain injury?

In 1993, Alabama’s Supreme Court 
seemed to suggest just that when they 
ruled that blows from a fist caused “no 
reason to apprehend a design to do him 
great bodily harm” and therefore, did not 
justify the employment of deadly force 
in defense. This reasoning is repeated in 
an Oklahoma decision where the court 
referred to such an attack as one “of a 
trifling character” and ruled that unless 
the attack “manifests a purpose or inten-
tion on the part of the assailant to inflict 
a serious injury” deadly force may not be 
used in defense.

Any individual who has been involved 
in a physical encounter and experienced 
the speed with which such encounters 

develop and proceed is going to have 
only one response to such an irresponsi-
ble suggestion: “Good luck with that.” A 
blow to the temple, a blow to the throat, 
a blow addressed at the proper angle to 
the nose are all manifestly capable of 
being delivered at lightning speed and 
may well result in death for the victim, 
or at the very least, serious and crippling 
injury. Some court opinions seem to 
demonstrate an awareness of this real-
ity. Some do not. In a 2008 opinion, the 
Minnesota Court of Appeals ruled that 
a threat to “kick the sh--” out of a per-
son or hit someone, could be viewed as 
a threat to commit a crime of violence 
calculated or likely to produce death or 
great bodily harm. 

Obviously, the burden is going to be on 
the defendant to prove to a jury that this 

specific unarmed attack gave him or her 
a reasonable fear of more than a “slight, 
simple non-felonious assault,” and that 
individual is going to have no more than 
a few seconds to decide whether an as-
sault is “trifling” or deadly. This is the job 
that the defender’s attorney and self-de-
fense expert must perform by address-
ing these issues to the prosecution in an 
effort to educate and avoid the filing of 
criminal charges. Failing that, the de-
fense team must present an informative 
and well-organized body of evidence 
during trial in order to: justify the giving 
of a self-defense instruction to the jury; 
convince the jury that the defender held 
a reasonable fear of imminent death or 
crippling injury; show the deadly force 
employed in defense was not excessive, 
given the circumstances. A 1954 New 
Mexico case highlights the perils of as-
suming that anyone in the legal systems 
is capable of recognizing the obvious. In 
that case, defense counsel did not pres-
ent any evidence regarding the great 
disparity in size and physical strength of 
the defendant and the deceased attack-
er. It was not until a later appeal, follow-

ing the defender’s conviction, that his 
attorney argued this point. The appel-
late court commented that this evidence 
should have been presented and made a 
part of the trial court record. Since it was 
not, the appellate court was powerless to 
consider it on appeal.

This article is not intended to answer 
the question of whether you should use 
deadly force in every or even any situa-
tion. Such universal, across the board 
advice would be totally irresponsible, 
because in each situation the decision is 
going to be driven by the facts observed 
by the unlucky person often given just 
seconds to make the choice. It is in-
tended to try to help the reader under-
stand that in the aftermath of a shooting, 
that split second decision is going to be 
analyzed by individuals who were not 
there—individuals who can never truly 
experience what you saw, heard, felt, 
or apprehended. Your actions will be 
judged by individuals who do not know 
you, who are required to calmly apply 
cold, impersonal legal analysis to events 
that were white hot at the time they oc-
curred.

Like it or not, legal analysis requires 
trained, experienced professionals to 
advocate and communicate for you, in 
the language of the law, and with a full 
understanding of how that law is inter-
preted and applied in your jurisdiction. 
It will not be cheap, it will not be easy, 
and it will not be quick. You must not 
only survive the incident, you must pre-
vail in its aftermath. To those who are 
heard to say, “My attorneys are Smith 
& Wesson,” or “Anyone who comes af-
ter me is going to suffer an acute case 
of lead poisoning,” I am going to say, in 
the most brutal way possible, if you are 
going to choose to responsibly carry a 
firearm for your own protection and 
use one in self-defense, you damn well 
better be thinking about having a better 
plan than that.   H

Jim Fleming is an experienced crimi-
nal defense attorney. He is a former 
Nebraska police officer, and is a fire-
arms instructor, certified by the NRA, 
Utah and Minnesota, and President of 
Mid-Minnesota Self-Defense, Inc. He 
serves on the Board of Advisors for the 
Armed Citizens Legal Defense Network.
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In a recent discussion with students after a 
Combat Focus shooting class, I commented that 
some people need to “admit when your guns are 
more of a hobby than defensive tools.” 

the remark was prompted by one 
student condemning the practice 
of “collecting certificates,” which 

is usually characterized as going to 
lots of classes, but possibly not learn-
ing anything. Another student then de-
rided the fact that he knew many peo-
ple who had a collection of firearms 
and not a single certificate from any 
training class at all. Not surprisingly, I 
consider the latter a much greater sin. 
Now, of course, there is nothing at all 
wrong with being a hobbyist. If your 
thing is collecting guns, that’s great! 
But if your thing is collecting guns as a 

hobby and yet you claim that you own 
guns for the defense of yourself or oth-
ers, maybe you need to really consider 
the facts of your situation. At a certain 
point, having more guns doesn’t really 
make you safer.

The conversation soon turned to 
quantifying when someone becomes a 
hobbyist, in my opinion. I submit the 
following:

If you have five firearms and 
you spend another $500 or more 
on another gun, and you haven’t 
taken a defensive shooting class, 
you might be a gun collector.

 are YOU jUSt a 

hobbyiSt?
[  B Y  R O B  P I N C U S  ]

Thorough Defensive firearms Training is going To consisT 
of a loT more Than shooTing. many compeTenT shooTers 
have Their True Defensive firearms skills broughT inTo 
sobering perspecTive When They aTTenD Their firsT 
professional course.
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This is a great collection 
of defensive firearms and 
the proof of training to use 
them.

If you have ten firearms and you 
spend another $500 or more on an-
other firearm, and you haven’t taken at 
least two defensive firearms classes, you 
might be a gun collector.

And so on …
Those were made up numbers during 

a casual conversation, but upon further 
contemplation, I am pretty comfortable 
with them. If you have a carry gun, a 
home defense gun, a fun gun that you 
just like to shoot, a hunting gun and a 
competition gun (or some other varia-
tion that equals five) and you buy an-
other gun before you take a class, please 
don’t claim that your primary interest in 
having firearms is defensive in nature. 
Go to the next level and the same logic 
holds true: If you have a cold weather 
gun, a warm weather gun, a subcom-
pact gun, a bedroom pistol and home 
defense long gun, two hunting rifles, a 
sporting shotgun, and two .22s ... but 
you haven’t taken two courses and you 
buy another gun for your collection … 
well, stop kidding yourself. You’re a hob-
byist.

Let’s address the rationalizations 
that might be forming in some people’s 
heads: 

I don’t consider prior military train-
ing, law enforcement experience, “grow-

ing up with guns” or any other potential 
substitute for specific training aimed at 
the defensive use of a firearm by a civil-
ian acceptable.

Going through the minimum state 
requirements to get your CCW permit 
doesn’t count toward the distinguishing 
quota of one class per five guns.

Watching some online videos, a train-
ing DVD or even reading a book about 
defensive shooting are all great … but 
they are not the equivalent of defensive 
shooting classes.

And what about the red herrings that 
could be brought up in Letters to the 
Editor or in an online forum:

I get that not everyone can afford 
training, but that is irrelevant if you’ve 
got a safe full of guns.

I’ve got more than a hundred guns 
and I have definitely taken more than 
twenty defensive firearms classes, so I’m 
living within my standards.

There is nothing wrong with simply 
having gun collecting or shooting as 
a hobby; I just want people to be hon-
est about it with themselves, and their 
friends or family who may be relying on 
them.

What do I think you should do if you 
have twenty guns and no training certif-
icates? You should go train. Should you 

sell a gun to afford training? Yes, proba-
bly. If you carry a gun every day and have 
never taken a class, find the gun you use 
or need the least and cash it in for some 
defensive firearms training. Need to get 
rid of two? Go for it. At the very least, as 
I indicated above, think carefully about 
how you spend any future “gun money” 
before adding gun number 21 in place 
of being more prepared to use the gun 
that you already have.

There is an old adage that you may 
have heard: “Beware the person with 
one gun, he probably knows how to use 
it.” While that may be very true in some 
cases, it’s at least as often the case that 
someone who has a safe full of guns is a 
sloppy gun handler and might not have 
ever practiced deploying from a con-
cealment holster. Don’t be that guy.   H

Rob Pincus owns I.C.E. Training and 
teaches firearms classes throughout the 
country to students interested in learn-
ing more about using firearms in self de-
fense. The developer of the Combat Focus 
shooting program, Pincus also hosts and 
writes for Outdoor Channel’s wildly 
popular show “The Best Defense” and 
“S.W.A.T. Magazine TV.” His work has 
appeared in Police, Tactical Response, 
SWAT, and GunWorld.
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The good news: I’m not the only person who has 
spent the last couple of years pestering Jay French 
to add jeans to his excellent CCW Breakaways 
product line.

So I was thrilled when he handed 
me a pair at this year’s tactical 
conference in Memphis. And let 

me say, these jeans are nice. First, they 
look exactly like any other pair of high 
quality jeans. Nobody would guess 
from looking that the front pockets are 
actually holsters designed to conceal a 
firearm.

Second, they work really well. In fact, 
this design may offer the fastest and 
easiest draw yet of any of his products.  
He has some videos on his website 
demonstrating a draw of less than one 
second.

If you’re not familiar with the CCW 
Breakaways product line, you need to 
go check out the website http://www.
ccwbreakaways.com. Jay has devel-
oped a line of clothing designed to 
solve two of the biggest problems with 
simply throwing a gun in your pocket. 

A gun dropped loosely into a regu-
lar pocket can get flipped, twisted, 
and turned around. There is no telling 

which way it will actually be pointing 
when you reach for it. Jay solved this 
by configuring a holster-pocket that 
reliably orients and secures the firearm 
with the muzzle pointed down. Now 
when you reach for your firearm, you 
are sure to pull it out by the grip and 
not by the barrel.

The second problem is that most 
pockets are not very large. Certainly if 
you wrap your fist around the grip of a 
handgun in any regular pocket, you’re 
stuck. You’re not going to get your fist 
back out of that pocket any time soon. 

The top edge of the pocket on the 
CCW Breakaways is designed to open 
up or “break away,” thus increasing 
the size of the pocket opening when 
required. This means you actually can 
get a proper firing grip on the firearm 
while it is in the pocket and still draw 
the gun.

The bad news
Jeans by their nature are sleeker and 

trimmer than dress pants. So it is hard-
er to conceal a larger handgun in these 
jeans than in the other options avail-
able in Jay’s line of clothing. While I 
can conceal a full size 1911 in my CCW 
Breakaways khakis, even the Glock 26 
was a little too fat to work effectively 
in the jeans. Standing, the Glock dis-
appears completely. But when sitting 
down, some printing happened at the 
edges of the hard blocky corners. This 
is because the jeans don’t have the 
pleating like the dress and cargo pants 
do. Pleating allows those pants to re-
main loose even when sitting. Jeans, of 
course would look terrible with pleat-
ing, not like jeans at all. Consequently 
the fabric tends to pull tight around 
the thighs when you sit down.

However, if you like to carry a J-frame 
revolver or a slim semi-auto pistol like 
the Kahr PM9 or the Ruger LC9, these 
jeans work great.

So even though I won’t be able to 
wear my new jeans to carry my beloved 
Glock 26, I’m still overall quite pleased. 
In fact, they give me an excellent ex-
cuse to purchase one of the new M&P 
Shield 9mm pistols which I’ve been 
drooling over. So thank you, Jay. You’ve 
done an amazing job.   H

CCw breakaways Jeans
[  B Y  D O N  S T A H L N E C K E R  ]

above and right: What looks 
like an ordinary pair of jains 
transforms into an ideal 
solution for pocket carrying 
larger pistols.
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Survival StrapS
First, let me say that I have never worn 
a bracelet in my life, but I have worn my 
Survival Strap every day since they ar-
rived in my mail box. These straps are 
not fashion jewelry—they are serious 
tools. They do, however, look kind of 
cool. Chances are you have seen these 
types of paracord wrist straps before; it’s 
not a new idea. When needed, the strap 
can be unraveled into a length of use-
able paracord. The difference with these 
particular straps is the quality of the ma-
terials and the workmanship.

Survival Straps are manufactured by 
hand in Florida, by a team of profession-
als who truly believe in their products. 
The cord is super strong, military grade 
parachute cord, with an optional buckle 
made from high grade stainless steel. 
The quality of this product is obvious 
from the moment you handle one.

The wrist straps come in a variety of 
weaves and colors, all of which can be 
manufactured to your particular speci-
fications. You can even choose to have 
an aluminum dog tag woven into the 
bracelet for ID purposes or just for style. 
In fact, Survival Straps is authorized to 
offer a wide variety of licensed logos, in-
cluding college sports teams.

Unique to the Survival Straps brand is 
the stainless steel shackle available for 
most of the straps. The shackle provides 
a strong clasp that is also adjustable, 
with three different micro-adjustments. 
The glint of stainless, and the nicely en-
graved logo, gives these straps a serious 
look that I haven’t seen duplicated any-
where else. For those who worry about 
getting the bracelet caught in machin-
ery or the like, Survival Straps includes a 
plastic break-away pin with every stain-
less steel shackle. Of course, if you don’t 

like the metallic shackle at all, a high 
quality plastic clip is also available.

The folks at Survival Straps are serious 
about the tool aspect of their products. 
They don’t want you to hesitate to use 
your strap for its intended purpose. So 
much so, that the company will replace 
any wrist strap that you unravel for any 
reasonable purpose. All they ask is that 
you drop them a line, tell them about 
how you used the strap (preferably with 
a photo), and pay $5 shipping. As a result 
of this policy, Survival Straps has collect-
ed a bunch of stories about real world 
uses for their products that you can read 
on their website: www.survivalstraps.
com. From a make-shift tourniquet to 
a tie down strap for gear, the real world 
uses for paracord are nearly endless.

In order to really evaluate the strap, I 
decided I had to unravel one. It was hard 
to bring myself to do it because the wrist 
straps are so nice! Unraveling the para-

cord was not hard to do, but it wasn’t 
very fast. It took me more than a minute 
to get one wrist strap apart because it is 
woven so tightly. When I was finished, I 
had about 12 feet of paracord that could 
be very handy in an emergency.

The Survival Straps website is excel-
lent, and there is far more information 
on the site than I can convey in this short 
column. The wrist straps are just the 
tip of the Survival Straps product line, 
which includes lanyards, key chains, 
watch straps, belts, and even dog collars. 
Wrist strap prices start at $24.95, and go 
up based upon the options selected. 

Survival Straps donates a portion of 
the proceeds of all sales to the Wounded 
Warrior Foundation. A lot of companies 
support charitable causes, but Survival 
Straps is very serious about their sup-
port. As of March 2012, Survival Straps 
reports donating more than $429,000! 
www.survivalstraps.com

This column reviews a varieTy of high-qualiTy personal safeTy, self-defense, 
and concealed carry relaTed gear. each producT is Thoroughly evaluaTed 
under real world condiTions. [  B Y  D U A N E  A .  D A I K E R  ]

The folks aT survival sTraps are serious abouT The Tool aspecT 
of Their producTs. 
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aSp triad uSB 
rechargeaBle tactical light
Sometimes I get bored with tactical 
flashlight reviews because it’s often a 
lot of the same thing. At the 2012 SHOT 
Show, however, this particular light got 
my attention. I don’t normally think of 
ASP as a flashlight company since ASP 
is mostly known for their high quality 
batons and related police gear. However, 
ASP has been making quality police 
flashlights for many years.

The light that turned my head was 
their new Triad, which they market as 
the first micro-USB rechargeable tactical 
LED flashlight. Setting that feature aside 
for a moment, this flashlight is impres-
sive by any standard. The anodized alu-
minum body is watertight, and features 
a soft foam grip surface identical to that 
found on ASP’s legendary police batons. 
The heart of the light is a 300 lumen LED 
with approximately 90 minutes of run-
time. The switching technology is inter-
esting and innovative, with a rotating tail 
cap that selects three different modes: 
constant on, momentary on, or locked. 
Having the option to lock or disable the 
tail cap switch is a nice feature to pre-

vent unintention-
al activation when 
packed in a bag or suitcase.

The real innovation, of course, is in 
the charging system. To charge the light 
you unscrew a collar beneath the head of 
the light to expose a micro-USB port and 
charging status indicator light. Simply 
plug the light into any powered USB 
port to charge the flashlight. Using the 
supplied adapters, that USB connection 
could be in your car, a standard electri-
cal outlet, or even a computer. Almost all 
mobile phone and portable electronic 
devices use a micro-USB charger these 
days, so a charger is never too far away, 
even if you lose or forget the one sup-
plied with your light.

I like everything about the Triad. The 
light is bright and throws a very use-
ful beam for both everyday and tactical 
use. The unit itself demonstrates a great 
combination of quality materials, excel-
lent craftsmanship, and innovative tech-
nology.

The Triad has an MSRP of $125, 
but street prices tend to be around 
$110. Each Triad comes with a 
reversible pocket clip, a 

car charger adapter, a wall adapter, a 
retractable USB cord, and a zippered 
travel case. All of this feels like a great 
bargain for a quality tactical light from 
a well-respected company. You can find 
additional details about the Triad and 
other ASP products at: www.asp-usa.
com. The USB rechargeable tactical light 
is a brilliant concept that takes recharge-
able flashlight technology to a new level 
of convenience.

The firsT micro-usb 
rechargeable TacTical 
led flashlighT.

300 lumen led wiTh approximaTely 
90 minuTes of runTime.
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Benchmade adamaS
Big. Tough. Beefy. These are the words 
that came to mind when I first handled 
the new Benchmade 275 Adamas. This 
knife was designed by custom knife 
maker Shane Sibert to honor the cour-
age and commitment of America’s sol-
diers. Adamas is a Greek word mean-
ing invincible. The knife definitely has 
a military feel to it, and would not look 
out of place clipped to a set of BDUs in 
the Iraqi desert.

This full-size folder features a 3.82 
inch drop-point blade crafted from D2 
tool steel, mated to stainless steel lin-
ers and a G-10 handle. The heart of the 
knife is the patented AXIS-lock system, 
which provides great lock strength and 
easy operation. In a closed position for 
carry, the knife measures about 5 inches 
in length, and weighs a relatively hefty 
7.7 ounces.

This knife has a large and aggres-
sive appearance, and certainly has the 
potential to scare your co-workers if 
you pull it out to slice an apple in the 
break room. But, a concealed knife in 
your pocket won’t scare anyone, right? 
If you carry this Adamas, you certainly 
won’t have any worries about carrying 
too little knife, and while all Benchmade 
knives are top quality; this new Adamas 
is built like a tank.

There are three versions of this fold-

er, including a model with black G-10 
handles, and if you really need a stron-
ger knife, there is a fixed blade version, 
the 375 Adamas. The MSRP on the 275 
Adamas folder is $195, with street prices 
as low as $165. Of course, the Adamas is 
covered by Benchmade’s lifetime war-
ranty and its excellent LifeSharp service.

The Adamas is an impressive folder, 
and a lot of knife for the money. A portion 
of the proceeds of all sales will benefit 
the Ranger Assistance Foundation. You 
can view the entire line of Benchmade 
cutlery at www.benchmade.com.

big. Tough. beefy. adamas is greek for invincible.

The adamas is an 
impressive folder, 
and a loT of knife 
for The money. 
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legal heat iphone/android app
This is a little bit of a departure for this 
column, but the Legal Heat app for 
iPhone and Android is invaluable for 
people who travel with a gun. Although 
49 states allow some form of concealed 
carry, the laws can be very different 
from state to state. Before you cross 
state lines with a handgun, you had bet-
ter do some research, but the answers 
you need are not always that easy to 
find on your own.

Fortunately, the Legal Heat app can 
put all the information at your finger-
tips! Legal Heat covers all 50 states, 
providing the critical information you 
need. You can see at a glance what 
other state’s permits are recognized by 
your state, and what states recognize 
your permit. You can then dig further 
into the specifics of any state’s firearms 
laws—like a listing of prohibited places 

for concealed carry, the duty to notify 
law enforcement of the fact you are 
carrying a concealed weapon, and the 
duty to retreat. Each state’s listing also 
has a summary of the open carry laws, 
and the laws relating to firearms in ve-
hicles. For all the information provided, 
the app provides statutory references to 
help you find the original source mate-
rial, if desired, and contact information 
for each state’s regulating authority.

A separate feature of the app has a 
summary of current federal laws relat-
ing to interstate transportation of fire-
arms in a vehicle, and regulations for 
travelling by air or train. The app even 
covers the transportation of firearms 
into Canada and Mexico, and some 
other more obscure topics.

A team of firearms trainers and at-
torneys developed and continue to up-
date the Legal Heat app. While I can’t 

vouch for all the information in the app, 
the materials for my state are accurate, 
and this app’s reputation is excellent. 
My testing was all done on an iPhone, 
but there is an Android app as well. You 
can find more information and links to 
purchase the app at: www.mylegalheat.
com.   H

All prices as of March, 2012

Duane A. Daiker is a contributing edi-
tor for CCM, but is otherwise a regu-
lar guy—not much different from you. 
Duane has been a lifelong shooter and 
goes about his life as an armed, respon-
sible, and somewhat opinionated citi-
zen. Duane can be contacted through his 
website, www.realworldcarrygear.com, 
or though his public page on Facebook, 
and welcomes your comments and sug-
gestions for gear reviews.

before you cross sTaTe lines wiTh a handgun, 
you had beTTer do some research. This app has whaT you need.
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In John Howard Griffith’s classic work, Black Like 
Me1, the author dyed his skin and traveled as a 
black man. 

he recounts being warned by black 
fellow travelers about discrimina-
tory laws and practices of com-

munities he planned to visit. He thanked 
his informants, who told him they would 
want someone to tell them. Today, peo-
ple in the gun community must give 
each other the same warning.

Most Americans can obtain a license 
to carry and can freely carry in their own 
state and have reciprocal carry in many 
other states. Recently a number of per-
sons have made the mistake of believing 
that they can carry everywhere in the 
same way they can in their home state. 
Visitors to New York City have encoun-
tered “No Guns” signs at tourist attrac-
tions and, as they would in their home 
state, asked if there was a place to secure 
their guns. Instead they were arrested 
for illegal possession of a firearm and 
face a minimum of three and a half years 
in prison. It is strange that a city which 
allows only the politically connected to 
carry a gun would see a need to post “no 
guns” signs. Even stranger is the urge to 
arrest tourists in a city which promotes 
tourism.

Federal law at 18 U.S. Code §926A 
protects firearm transport anywhere in 
the United States if ownership is legal 
in the state of origin and destination, 
and the gun is unloaded and in a locked 
container not accessible from the pas-
senger compartment of the vehicle. New 
York City, Chicago, and certain other 
cities have become notorious for arrest-
ing travelers and forcing them to plead 
guilty to a minor charge and forfeit the 
gun. A guilty plea also forfeits the right to 
appeal. The courts of appeal have toler-
ated this behavior in the few cases which 
have reached them.

Not all jurisdictions exhibit the hatred 
for gun owners as does the City of New 
York. Each state has its own laws regard-
ing firearms which it enforces jealously. 
In each state counties and cities have 
their own laws.2 New York City notori-
ously does not recognize the concealed 
carry licenses issued elsewhere in New 
York State. For each trip the traveler 
must make a map reconnaissance of the 
jurisdictions along his route. Each dif-
ferent jurisdiction has different regula-
tions. When planning a trip, some states 

and certain cities should be avoided en-
tirely. About 90 percent of the rules are 
80 percent alike, but only 70 percent of 
the time. These bald mathematics show 
that the devil is in the details. Even when 
the traveler enjoys reciprocity with the 
other jurisdiction, he must obey its pe-
culiar laws.

Transporting firearms, even ammuni-
tion components, into foreign countries 
must not be attempted without profes-
sional assistance in the foreign country. 
Even domestically, Indian reservations 
are considered to be foreign countries 
for the purpose of firearms possession. 
Historically, Indians have had trouble 
with white men carrying guns, and they 
are a little sensitive about it. A concealed 
carry license will not be valid on an 
Indian reservation even if it is valid in the 
state outside the reservation. Possession 
of a gun on a reservation by a nonresi-
dent for any reason is a crime under trib-
al law. In some areas interstate highways 
transit reservations. In some cases gun 
owners are tolerated when they transit 
the reservation; however, this appears 
to be forbearance rather than a formal 
legal position. This means that the next 
car could be stopped and the gun seized. 
Advice from local law enforcement offi-
cers or gun shops is notoriously wrong.3 
A letter to the tribal prosecutor or tribal 

it doeSn’t have to maKe SenSe ... it’S JuSt the laW

State line laW
[  B Y  K . L .  J A M I S O N ,  E S Q .  ]
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... iT’s JusT The law

police may result in a letter detailing pol-
icy. Such a letter makes it less likely that 
the traveler will be arrested. Please note 
the term “less likely.” My administrative 
law professor delighted in telling us that 
if a bureaucrat gives out bad informa-
tion the citizen can still be punished for 
relying on the bad information.4

Many states have “pre-empted” the 
field of firearms and ammunition law.5 
In states with pre-emption local laws 
cannot be more restrictive than state 
law. This makes for reasonable expec-
tations of legality for travelers. Some 
pre-emption laws have gaping holes 
in them. In Missouri local government 
can be more restrictive regarding open 
carry and firing a gun in the city limits. 
Since an eleven-year-old girl was killed 
by fools celebrating the Fourth of July, 
this provision is likely to become more 
restrictive rather than less. The number 
of small towns with open-carry bans has 
ironically grown following aggressive ac-
tion by open-carry advocates.

Pre-emption laws do not mean that 
local law enforcement officers know 
their firearms laws. It is not possible 
to know all laws governing all circum-
stances that arise in a police officer’s 
path. Such encounters become memo-
rable when the officer knows laws that 
do not exist or badly interprets the facts. 
A Missouri police officer became angry 
when his traffic stop did not announce 
that he had a concealed carry license. 
Such an announcement is not required 
in Missouri but is always a good idea. 
He then claimed to have “called in” and 
discovered that the man’s guns were not 
registered. There is no such requirement 
in Missouri, and thus no place to “call 
in.” He capped it off by discovering that 
the man’s hollow point ammunition was 
“armor-piercing.” Arrest and seizure fol-
lowed, and a lawsuit for false arrest and 
seizure followed that.

Federal law does not consider replicas 
of antique muzzleloaders to be “fire-
arms” for the purpose of sale or pos-

session.6 Many reformed persons with 
criminal records hunt with replicas of 
firearms familiar to Jesse James. Not all 
states follow federal policy. A gentleman 
wanted to hunt in Wyoming. Due to a 
criminal record he could not possess 
cartridge firearms, but he had heard of 
the federal policy. He inquired of a sher-
iff’s deputy and a Wal-Mart employee 
who assured him that there was no le-
gal barrier to him possessing a muzzle-
loading rifle. They were wrong. The gen-
tleman now has an additional criminal 
record under a state statute prohibiting 
ex-felons from possessing firearms of 
any kind.7 

Some state peculiarities are peculiar 
to the point of being unconstitutional. 
Missouri defendants can be sentenced 
to a “suspended imposition of sentence.” 
This is the “Go and sin no more” deal; if 
the defendant completes probation he 
does not have a criminal record. The 
federal system agrees that this is not a 
conviction for the purpose of possessing 
guns. An unfortunate ex-convict found 
that Kansas does not agree. A hunting 
trip into Kansas resulted in a decision by 
the state Supreme Court that a Missouri 
suspended imposition of sentence was 
a conviction.8 The US Constitution re-
quires that all states give “full faith and 
credit” to the acts of all other states. The 
Kansas Supreme Court did not bother 
to consider this provision in the appar-
ent belief that anything standing in the 
way of a conviction cannot possibly be 
constitutional. Other states have other 
diversion programs which suffer other 
disabilities in other states and some-
times the federal system.

The moral of these stories is that each 
boundary line is a tripwire for a booby 
trap of unknown restrictions and penal-
ties. Some of these restrictions appear 
in the statute books. Others are inter-
pretations which often go far afield of 
the black letter of the law; the questions 
then becomes, “What can a gun owner 
do about it?”

Knowledge is power. The internet has 
a variety of information with a variety of 
reliability. The NRA provides details of 
state firearms law at http://nraila.org/
gun-laws.aspx as does www.handgun-
law.us. Some state gun rights groups 
and NRA state associations have web 
sites which may be of help. National 
email networks of gun rights advocates 
can often provide information. Some of 
this information will fall into the “ur-
ban legend” category, but often these 
networks provide links to valid infor-
mation. A number of books exist on the 
firearm laws of different states. Some 
are little more than reprints of statutes 
which are tricky to interpret and may 
have changed before the book came off 
of the printing press. Other books pres-
ent plain-language interpretations of 
firearms policy. The best source of such 
books is Bloomfield Press.9 Some books 
are updated; some are not.

It is useful to have an attorney’s con-
tact information. The NRA General 
Counsel’s Office has contact informa-
tion for knowledgeable lawyers, as does 
a nearby magazine.

Concealed carry has become natural 
to millions of Americans. However, what 
is natural in one state is a crime in the 
next. It is a shame that we must warn 
each other about these peculiarities. In 
time, we shall overcome.   H

Kevin L. Jamison is an attorney in the 
Kansas City Missouri area concentrating 
in the area of weapons and self-defense.

Please send questions to Kevin L. 
Jamison 2614 NE 56th Ter Gladstone 
Missouri 64119-2311 KLJamisonLaw@
earthlink.net. Individual answers are not 
usually possible but may be addressed 
in future columns.

This information is for legal informa-
tion purposes and does not constitute 
legal advice. For specific questions you 
should consult a qualified attorney.

1.  John Howard Griffin, Black Like Me, Penguin Group Inc NY 2003.
2. As do Post Office parking lots as discussed in these pages, see POST 

OFFICE LAW “Concealed Carry Magazine” Feb/Mar 2012.
3. People are doing time in prison because they took the word of law 

enforcement officers and gun dealers as authoritative.
4. You see where I developed the title of this column.
5. Some states have pre-empted the field of knife law as well.

6. The “in-line” muzzleloaders are considered a modern design and therefore 
modern firearms even if they load from the front. It doesn’t have to make 
sense, it’s just the law.

7. Harris v Wyoming, 137 P.3d 124 (WY 2006).
8. State v Pollard, 44 P.3d 1261 (KS 2002).
9. Bloomfield Press www.GunLaws.com 4848 E. Cactus #505-440 Scottsdale 

AZ 85254.
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“A person who is not engaged in an unlawful 
activity and who is attacked (3) in any other place 
where he or she has a right to be has no duty to 
retreat and has the right to stand his or her ground 
and meet force with force, including deadly force 
if he or she reasonably believes it is necessary to do 
so to prevent death or great bodily harm to himself 
or herself or another or to prevent the commission 
of a forcible felony.”

Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr. 
declared in Brown v. United States 
on May 16th, 1921 in a case that 

upheld the “no duty to retreat” maxim 
that “detached reflection cannot be de-
manded in the presence of an uplifted 
knife.” In this spirit, in recent years, a 
growing number of states have passed 
so-called Castle Doctrine laws protect-
ing a home owner’s right to use deadly 
force in self defense, without mandat-
ing a duty to attempt to retreat first, 
when the home owner’s life is being 

armed Senior citiZen

[  B Y  B R U C E  N .  E I M E R ,  P h . D .  ]

The “sTand your 
ground” law 
greaTly benefiTs 
senior ciTizens, who 
may be physically 
unable To reTreaT.

Stand Your 
ground!
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imminently threatened by an intruder 
or home invader. These laws are based 
on the old English common law prem-
ise that a person’s home is their castle. 
These legal protections have been ex-
tended in most Castle Doctrine states to 
one’s place of business or work as well. 
Enlightened, pro-self defense state leg-
islatures have even gone a step further 
in passing what are termed Stand Your 
Ground laws. Florida has been one of 
the pioneers in this legal arena.

The essence of a stand your ground 
law is the stipulation that a person 
(termed “Person A”) may use force in-
cluding deadly force in self-defense 

(and only in self defense) against an-
other person (termed “Person B”) in a 
confrontational situation, in any place 
that Person A has a right to be, with-
out being obligated to retreat first, if 
Person A has reasonable grounds to 
believe that Person B is currently pos-
ing an immediate and unavoidable 
threat of death or grievous bodily harm 
to Person A or to another person under 
the mantle of Person A’s protection, in 
that place. Stand your ground laws do 
not prescribe deadly force if a lesser lev-
el of force can be safely employed by the 
victim; that is, the person under attack. 
However, they do acknowledge that it 
is within the victim’s rights to employ 
whatever level of force is in fact neces-
sary to preserve his or her life and limb. 

In addition to one’s domicile, stand 
your ground laws stipulate that places 
where a person has a right to be (where 
the use of deadly force without a duty 
to retreat would be justified when the 
above criteria have been met) include 
public areas and a motor vehicle. 
However, the caveat is that Person A 
must legally have a right to be in those 
places, and not be trespassing, break-
ing and entering, or in the midst of 
the commission of a crime. Since their 
passage in various states, stand your 
ground laws have been used in some 
criminal cases as the basis for a defen-
dant’s defense against criminal charges 
in legal proceedings. 

More than half of the states in the 
USA have adopted some form of Castle 
Doctrine, stipulating that a person has 
no duty to retreat from their home when 
their home is attacked, or when they 
are being attacked while in their home. 
Some of these states have gone one step 
further, removing the duty of retreat 
from any location, through the passage 
of Stand Your Ground legislation. These 
laws have also been called Line In The 
Sand and No Duty To Retreat laws. 

As long as all the criteria delineated 
above have been met, these laws stipu-
late that the victim (Person A), has “no 
duty to abandon or flee from a place in 
which he legally has a right to be, or to 
give up ground to an assailant.” (http://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stand-your-
ground_law). In summary, these crite-
ria, or requirements, include:

•	 Person A is not in the midst of the 
commission of a crime, and … 

•	 Person A has a legal right to be in the 
place where he is being attacked, and 
…

•	 Person A has in no way started or 
provoked the confrontation, or insti-
gated or escalated it, and ...

•	 Person B is confronting Person A 
in a manner such that Person A has 
reasonable grounds to believe that 
Person B is presenting an immediate 
and unavoidable threat of death or 
grave bodily harm to Person A (or an-
other person under Person A’s mantle 
of protection) as a result of person B’s 
actions, and ...

•	 Person B truly has the ability and im-
mediate opportunity to carry out the 
grave or deadly threat he is present-
ing through his words and/or actions 
at that moment, and …

•	 Person B is currently acting in a man-
ner that puts Person A in immediate 
jeopardy of his life and limb, and …

•	 If Person A does not defend himself, 
the likely consequences to him or 
someone else under his mantle of 
protection are death or serious bodily 
injury. 
When all of these criteria are met, un-

der the stand your ground laws, Person 
A has no duty to retreat from anywhere 
that they are at the time, if they have the 
right to be there. These types of laws 
offer legal protections for law abiding 
people when they act in self defense, in 
the form of immunity against criminal 
or civil prosecution in some cases, and 
in others, in the form of a viable legal 
defense. In addition, these laws pro-
vide deserved legal protection for peo-
ple with physical infirmities who face 
a marked disparity in force if thrown, 
through no fault of their own, into a vio-
lent physical confrontation with some-
one bigger, stronger, or more able bod-
ied with demonstrated intent to cause 
them physical harm. 

Currently, at least 29 states have ad-
opted Castle Doctrine statutes, and 
some of these states (such as Florida, 
Utah, and Pennsylvania) have expand-
ed these statutes to include Stand Your 
Ground law. 

Given a recent, much publicized case 
in Sanford, Florida wherein a 28-year-

armed senior ciTizen
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old neighborhood watch volunteer 
on patrol named George Zimmerman 
claimed self defense in the shooting 
death of a 17-year-old teenager named 
Trayvon Martin, Florida’s Stand Your 
Ground law has come under intense 
scrutiny and criticism. It is my opinion 
that there is no problem with the law 
per se. The law offers guidelines and 
provides proscriptions, but no specific 
prescriptions! As with most legal stat-
utes, it is written with enough vague-
ness such that its applications are left 
open for interpretation in different 
situations. However, in my opinion, a 
big problem does arise when people 
naively assume that there is a fixed for-
mula for justifying the use of deadly 
force in any or every violent encounter. 
As my friend, noted firearms instruc-
tor and author, Massad Ayoob (www.
MassadAyoobGroup.com), repeatedly 
emphasizes in his classes and writings, 
there are general criteria, but every 
case must be evaluated and ultimately 
judged based upon the totality of the 

circumstances that existed at the time 
that the lethal force in question was 
employed. 

In the remainder of this article, I will 
quote in italics the key provisions of 
Florida’s Stand Your Ground Statute, 
and add my common man (that means 
not a lawyer!) commentary in regular 
print. 

2011 Florida StatuteS.
chapter 776: JuStiFiaBle 
uSe oF Force
http://www.leg.state.fl.us/statutes/
i n d e x . c f m ? A p p _ m o d e = D i s p l a y _
Statute&URL=0700-0799/0776/0776.
html

Florida’s Self Defense Act (776.012. 
Use of force in defense of person) states 
that “A person is justified in using force, 
except deadly force, against another 
when and to the extent that the person 
reasonably believes that such conduct 
is necessary to defend himself or herself 
or another against the other’s imminent 
use of unlawful force. However, a per-

son is justified in the use of deadly force 
and does not have a duty to retreat if (1) 
He or she reasonably believes that such 
force is necessary to prevent imminent 
death or great bodily harm to himself or 
herself or another or to prevent the im-
minent commission of a forcible felony; 
or (2) Under those circumstances per-
mitted pursuant to s. 776.013.” 

Author’s note. A “forcible felony” 
would include such crimes as murder, 
manslaughter, rape, sodomy, arson, 
robbery, armed robbery, burglary oc-
cupied, aggravated assault, a terroristic 
act, the detonation of an incendiary or 
explosive device, and kidnapping.

This paragraph removes any duty to 
retreat, but certainly does not advocate 
not retreating if one safely can. In ev-
ery defensive firearms and concealed 
carry class I teach, I emphasize to my 
students that one should do everything 
within one’s power to preclude or avoid 
a violent or deadly confrontation to the 
extent that one safely can. However, if 
one cannot safely preclude or avoid the 
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armed senior ciTizen

confrontation, or its escalation, then 
one should be prepared to use whatev-
er level of force is necessary (including 
deadly force if necessary) to survive the 
confrontation intact—and that means 
win the fight. The defender’s goal is not 
to cause the death of the aggressor, but 
rather to stop the aggressor and render 
him incapable of continuing his deadly 
attack. Every class I have taken from 
instructors clearly in the know (such as 
Massad Ayoob and John Farnam), em-
phatically has driven this point home. 

Section 776.013 of the law states that 
“(1) A person is presumed to have held 
a reasonable fear of imminent peril of 
death or great bodily harm to himself or 
herself or another when using defensive 
force that is intended or likely to cause 
death or great bodily harm to another 
if: (a) The person against whom the de-
fensive force was used was in the process 
of unlawfully and forcefully entering, or 
had unlawfully and forcibly entered, a 
dwelling, residence, or occupied vehicle, 
or if that person had removed or was 
attempting to remove another against 
that person’s will from the dwelling, res-
idence, or occupied vehicle; and (b) the 
person who uses defensive force knew or 
had reason to believe that an unlawful 
and forcible entry or unlawful and forc-
ible act was occurring or had occurred.” 

This is common sense. Breaking and 
entering into an occupied dwelling or 
vehicle leaves one with no reason to 
believe that the perpetrator has any-
thing but evil and malfeasant intent. 
When you are in a vehicle and some-
one attempts to carjack you, if you want 
to continue to live, you have no other 
choice than to employ extreme violence 
to neutralize the attack. You are con-
strained by the boundaries of time and 
space. On the other hand, when you are 
in your dwelling, and someone breaks 
in, this should not be an automatic tick-
et to shoot first and ask questions later. 
It does not mean “his rear end is mine!”

In my opinion, the key decisions that 
must be made right then and there un-
der extreme duress (recall there is no 
time for “detached reflection”) are: (1) 
whether you have any safe alternatives 
to the use of deadly force, and if the an-
swer is “no” because you believe your 
life and limb (or the lives and limbs of 
your family members) are in imminent 
danger, (2) what is the most effective 
means of neutralizing the threat to your 
lives. 

If one or more criminals attempt to 
remove you or another person, against 
your will or their will, from a dwelling, 
residence, or vehicle, you would be 
foolish indeed to assume that they are 

doing it for your own good, or to take 
you for ice cream. The term for that is 
kidnapping, and that is a capital crime. 
If you go along, you are likely to end up 
dead. 

Section 776.013 continued. (2) “The 
presumption set forth in subsection (1) 
does not apply if: (a) The person against 
whom the defensive force is used has the 
right to be in or is a lawful resident of 
the dwelling, residence, or vehicle, such 
as an owner, lessee, or titleholder, and 
there is not an injunction for protec-
tion from domestic violence or a written 
pretrial supervision order of no contact 
against that person; (b) or the person or 
persons sought to be removed is a child 
or grandchild, or is otherwise in the law-
ful custody or under the lawful guard-
ianship of, the person against whom 
the defensive force is used; or (c) the per-
son who uses defensive force is engaged 
in an unlawful activity or is using the 
dwelling, residence, or occupied vehicle 
to further an unlawful activity; or (d) 
the person against whom the defensive 
force is used is a law enforcement officer, 
as defined in Section 943.10(14), who 
enters or attempts to enter a dwelling, 
residence, or vehicle in the performance 
of his or her official duties and the of-
ficer identified himself or herself in ac-
cordance with any applicable law or the 
person using force knew or reasonably 
should have known that the person en-
tering or attempting to enter was a law 
enforcement officer.” This provision is 
common sense. Its intent is to prevent 
the escalation of domestic conflict into 
deadly violence.

Stand Your ground proviSion
(3) “A person who is not engaged in an 
unlawful activity and who is attacked (3) 
in any other place where he or she has a 
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right to be has no duty to retreat and has 
the right to stand his or her ground and 
meet force with force, including deadly 
force if he or she reasonably believes it 
is necessary to do so to prevent death or 
great bodily harm to himself or herself or 
another or to prevent the commission of 
a forcible felony.”

(4) “A person who unlawfully and by 
force enters or attempts to enter a per-
son’s dwelling, residence, or occupied 
vehicle is presumed to be doing so with 
the intent to commit an unlawful act in-
volving force or violence.”

So, here we have it. The law is saying 
that no one has the right to physically 
assault you! And you have the right to 
respond to any assault with like force 
wherever you are. That means you 
should respond to less than lethal force 
with less than lethal force if you safely 
can. However, the law does not place 
any unreasonable requirement on you 
to use any lesser or greater level of force 
than that which is necessary to neutral-
ize the danger to your continued exis-
tence. 

Yes, we do have the right to use vio-
lence to stop violence directed against 
us. We are not required to submit, 
to freeze, or to flee and get shot or 
stabbed in the back. No one has the 
right to take your life or render you a 
cripple! However, as I have stated in 
previous articles (and the reader is re-
ferred to the writings of Massad Ayoob 
on this and all related topics at www.
MassadAyoobGroup.com), when you 
have great power, you also have great 
responsibility. When you choose to 
carry the power of life and death on 
you in the form of a concealed firearm 
(ergo, a deadly weapon), you assume 
an awesome responsibility—to aspire 
to a higher standard of conduct that 
respects life so much that you are will-
ing to fight in defense of innocent life. 
We do not shoot to take life, we shoot 
to save life. This higher standard of con-
duct includes:
•	 Avoiding trouble whenever possible, 

and ...
•	 Never provoking, escalating, or enter-

ing into a confrontation just because 
you have the false security of know-
ing you are carrying a gun, and …

•	 Using only that level of force that is 

necessary for you to successfully de-
fend yourself against a physical as-
sault, and ...

•	 Being prepared to use deadly force 
when indicated in self defense as a 
last resort, but also as an immediate 
response if that is your only option in 
the face of a violent attack. 
Laws in a free society are meant to 

serve as guidelines for human con-
duct. They are no substitute for the 
use of common sense, nor can they le-
gitimately serve as excuses for malfea-
sance. Furthermore, in a free society, 
laws cannot prescribe what you should 
do in complex ambiguous unfolding 
situations. What they provide are pa-
rameters for conduct and they also set 
limits and boundaries for acceptable 
behavior. In a free state, people must 
think for themselves and make choices, 
and they should be held accountable 
for their choices. This is in contrast to a 
police state wherein people are not free 
to think for themselves or make many 
choices. In a police state where people 
are not free, people do not have to think 
independently, nor are they encour-
aged to do so. People are just made to 
obey and comply, or else suffer the dire 
consequences.

 Last but not least, Florida’s self de-
fense law stipulates under Section 
776.032: Immunity from criminal pros-
ecution and civil action for justifiable 
use of force:

(1) “A person who uses force as permit-
ted in s. 776.012, s. 776.013, or s. 776.031 
is justified in using such force and is im-
mune from criminal prosecution and 
civil action for the use of such force, un-
less the person against whom force was 
used is a law enforcement officer, as 
defined in s. 943.10(14), who was acting 
in the performance of his or her official 
duties and the officer identified himself 
or herself in accordance with any appli-
cable law or the person using force knew 
or reasonably should have known that 
the person was a law enforcement offi-
cer. As used in this subsection, the term 
“criminal prosecution” includes arrest-
ing, detaining in custody, and charging 
or prosecuting the defendant.”

(2) “A law enforcement agency may 
use standard procedures for investigat-
ing the use of force as described in sub-

section (1), but the agency may not ar-
rest the person for using force unless it 
determines that there is probable cause 
that the force that was used was unlaw-
ful.”

(3) “The court shall award reasonable 
attorney’s fees, court costs, compensa-
tion for loss of income, and all expenses 
incurred by the defendant in defense of 
any civil action brought by a plaintiff if 
the court finds that the defendant is im-
mune from prosecution as provided in 
subsection (1).”

These provisions protect the law 
abiding citizen from being unfairly 
arrested, detained, and prosecuted 
for justifiably exercising their rights 
to self defense. These are things we 
should expect in a free society. Be wary 
of politicos who claim they stand for 
freedom and democracy, but in publicly 
commenting on self defense cases, 
make emotion based appeals to their 
followers to form pre-judgments of who 
are the guilty actors before an adequate 
body of facts has been collected and a 
full investigation has been conducted. 
In a truly free state, the first law of 
nature, self preservation, the right to 
self defense is respected. Some politicos 
act as if they and their group have a 
monopoly on this right. True freedom 
does not grant preferential treatment 
based on color, religion, gender, age, or 
political persuasion. It is moral, ethical, 
and law abiding behavior that counts. 
Suspects are not defendants until 
charged with a crime, and defendants 
must be presumed innocent until 
proven guilty.   H
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“Dry firing” or “dry practice” consists of practicing 
firearms manipulations without the presence of 
any live ammunition. 

There are a couple of excellent rea-
sons for engaging in this practice. 
For one thing, the rising cost of 

ammunition and the time burden of 
traveling to and from a live fire range 
often limits the amount of practice we 
can get. More practice equals more skill. 
Dry work can be accomplished in your 
own home and with no expenditure of 
ammunition, so there is zero cost.

Second, dry work is actually a bet-
ter way to ingrain many skills. Without 
live fire, the shooter does not have 
the noise of a weapon’s discharge, the 
noise of other shooters’ guns firing, fly-
ing brass, reciprocating slides, and the 
myriad other distractions on a typical 
firing range. Quiet, mentally focused 
dry work is an excellent way to learn 

the feel of your trigger, for instance, or 
to perfect your presentation from the 
holster. During the 1970s, the old apart-
heid government of South Africa was 
under a U.N. arms embargo and could 
not import ammunition. Their domes-
tic production could not keep up with 
demand. As an experiment, the S.A. 
Army had one group of new recruits 
go through the normal handgun train-
ing program, while another group went 
through doing only dry practice. The 
“dry” group did not fire a single shot 
until qualification day. When the scores 
were tallied, the dry group slightly out-
performed the group which had done 
all the usual live fire practice. In my 
view, you go to training to learn new 
skills, but you perfect and ingrain those 

skills through thousands of correct 
repetitions. It is easier and quicker to 
amass 5,000 repetitions if you engage in 
dry work between range sessions.

Since you will be handling a real gun 
in your home there are certain precau-
tions you will need to observe. Here is 
a checklist for you. Make a ritual out of 
going down this checklist every time, 
and before long these will be habits. 

Dry practice should only be con-
ducted in one designated, established 
area, and nowhere else in your home. 
That area should have a safe wall, that 
is a wall that will actually stop bullets in 
the event of an unintended discharge. A 
brick exterior wall or a stone fireplace 
can work, or you can use a body-armor 
vest as a backstop. Do not dry fire to-
ward an interior drywall.

When you enter the dry fire area, 
clear the gun and remove all live am-
munition from the area. This includes 
loaded magazines or speedloaders, 

Behind the line

dry fire pracTice
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behind The line

rounds in your pocket, or rounds in the 
desk drawer. Take all live ammunition 
to another room, then come back and 
clear your gun again.

You will need a target, which is sim-
ply an object to aim at while you dry 
fire. You can use an actual commercial 
target, a hand drawn reduced scale 
target, or something similar. Don’t use 
an expensive or important item or the 
house pet! Remember to place the 
target on the safe wall or body armor 
backstop.

A session of mentally focused prac-
tice should probably not last more 
than ten to fifteen minutes. If you try to 
stretch the session out, you will tend to 
get bored and sloppy. Sloppy practice 
is worse than no practice. Remember, 
our goal is to rack up a huge number of 
correct repetitions over time, to build 
reflexive skills. Muscle memory, kines-
thetic programming, conditioned re-
flexive responses, and habit all actually 
mean the same thing. All are born of 
consistent repetition.

If you get interrupted during the ses-
sion by a phone call or other distrac-
tion, start all over again, back at step 1. 
Failure to do this is an invitation to di-
saster—unintentionally using a loaded 
gun for dry work.

There are two points in this process 
where there is actually a danger of 
an unintended discharge. Those two 
points are the very beginning and the 
very end of the session. Failure to clear 
the gun, move all ammunition out of 
the room, and then clear the gun again 
can result in an unwanted discharge. 
The most common error seems to be 
finishing the session, loading the gun, 
and then saying, “Just one more rep.” 
When the session is over, say out loud 
to yourself, “This session is over. No 
more practice.” Leave the dry fire area 
for a while. Later, go back, load the gun, 
and say out loud to yourself, “This gun 
is now loaded.” At that point, it can be 
safely put back in the holster or wher-
ever you keep it.

There are certain skills that lend 
themselves well to dry practice. Here 
are some that I suggest you practice 
frequently. By the way, these should 
be practiced dressed exactly as you 
are when going armed, including us-

ing a cover garment for concealment.
Work on your presentation from the 

holster. In the real world, whether you 
wind up drawing to ready to challenge 
someone, or draw to shoot, you will 
have to produce your pistol before you 
can do anything else with it. Both op-
tions should be practiced until they are 
second nature.

Work on trigger control. In dry prac-
tice you can more easily feel the slack 
take up, the trigger break, and reset. If 
you press the trigger and the gun goes 
“click” with the sights still sitting on 
your point of aim, then that would be 
a hit in live fire. If the sights move off 
the point of aim as the gun goes “click,” 
that would be a miss. Keep working.

Empty gun reloads can be easily prac-
ticed with a couple of dummy rounds 
(again, no live ammunition). Start with 
the gun in hand, with the slide locked 
open, and an empty magazine in the 
gun. Have a spare magazine with one 
or two dummy rounds in it. Punch out 
the empty magazine, insert the maga-
zine with dummies, and close the slide. 
Get your hands back on the gun and get 

a sight picture. The dummy rounds al-
low the slide to go forward, simulating 
an actual reloading sequence.

Those are some of the obvious skills 
you can polish in dry work. Use your 
imagination as your skills progress. 
Recoil recovery and building a toler-
ance to the noise and concussion of 
gunfire are really about the only skills 
we cannot improve by dry practice, so 
get to work!   H
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tion. He is certified as an expert witness 
on firearms and firearms training, giv-
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courts. He serves as an adjunct instruc-
tor at the Memphis Police Department 
Training Academy, the largest in 
the state. Tom’s training resume in-
cludes certification from the FBI Police 
Firearms Instructor School, NRA Law 
Enforcement Instructor Development 
School, NRA Law Enforcement Tactical 
Shooting Instructor School, Gunsite 499 
under Jeff Cooper, and more.
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your holster 
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It should be 
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As weapons for self defense, 
revolvers are much neglected 
these days.

most of the firearms instruc-
tors who educate us in the finer 
points of handgun fighting come 

from military or law enforcement back-
grounds. The military has been using 
semi-automatics since the early 1900s 
while most law enforcement agencies 
changed from revolvers to semi-autos in 
the 1980s and early ‘90s. 

Law enforcement firearms train-
er Michael de Bethencourt of 
Massachusetts teaches a course on the 
use of snubby or short-barreled revolv-
ers. He developed the course because 
he said that officers would come to his 
handgun courses and take them with 
their issue high-capacity semi-automat-
ics, but at the end of the course many of 
them would pack their semi-autos away 
and strap on a small revolver for the 
journey home. With the surge of civilians 
carrying concealed handguns for protec-
tion, it appears that many more people 
are carrying revolvers than you would 
think from reading most gun magazines. 
Author Grant Cunningham states that 
nearly 40 percent of handguns sold in the 
U.S. are revolvers, so his book is timely.

Cunningham has a reputation as a fine 
gunsmith specializing in revolvers. It is 
obvious from reading his book that re-
volvers are not just his job, but also his 
passion.

His first chapter answers the question: 
Why the revolver? Cunningham discuss-
es the advantages and disadvantages of 
the wheel gun compared to a semi-auto 
(it seldom malfunctions, but it takes lon-
ger to reload and doesn’t hold as many 
rounds). He adds one or two benefits 
I had not considered before: It is easier 
to pick up a revolver that is resting on a 

table because the cylinder holds most of 
the gun up off the surface. It is also im-
possible to feed rounds into the chamber 
of a revolver backwards.

The second chapter describes getting 
the right size revolver for your hand. He 
ends that chapter with sage advice. He 
tells men not to pick a gun for their fe-
male loved ones and warns women not 
to be conned into buying a lightweight 
revolver from the less-than-expert gun 
salesman behind the counter.

“I’ve said for many years that the re-
volver is the easiest gun to shoot but the 
hardest gun to shoot well,” Cunningham 
writes.

He delves deeply into revolver calibers 
and ammunition, covering everything 
from .22 Long Rifle to .500 S&W Magnum. 
There is a section on the very light-weight 
revolvers sold for self-defense. The recoil 
of these titanium and scandium guns 
is excessive and Cunningham recom-
mends practicing with the gun and am-
munition you carry. “If you can’t stand 
to practice with it, may I be so bold as to 
suggest that you not carry it for personal 
protection,” he writes.

In a chapter on sights and their use, 
Cunningham covers all types of revolver 
sights from ramp front sights and square 
notch rear to XS Sights and lasers. In the 
section on using sights, he may be ac-
cused of heresy by some readers. For 
shooters with older eyes requiring bifo-
cals, he recommends focusing on the tar-
get rather than the front sight and sug-
gests looking through the sights.

Cunningham recommends always 
shooting a revolver double-action, but 
just in case you have cocked the hammer 
for a more accurate shot, he shows how 

to decock it without it going off. There 
are two excellent chapters concerning 
shooting accurately double-action.

The author favors what he calls the 
Universal Revolver Reload, in which 
he transfers the wheel gun from strong 
hand to weak hand and uses the strong 
hand to feed rounds into the cylinder. 
However, he also demonstrates a re-
load in which the revolver stays in the 
strong hand. A praiseworthy addition is 
a revolver reload for left-handers. Most 
handgun books seem to be written by 
right-handers, and southpaws tend to be 
short changed. He also deals with reload-
ing one-handed.

Cunningham admits that even revolv-
ers can malfunction, though much less 
than semi-autos. He covers how to eject 
an empty case stuck under the extractor 
star and other occasional jams. The mal-
function clearing and reloading drills are 
made more understandable by the ac-
companying photos.

I may be being picky, but the cover pic-
ture shows a revolver with the cylinder 
open and a round in one of the cham-
bers. It occurred to me that it was ready 
for Russian roulette. Two or more rounds 
in the cylinder would be better. 

If you are looking for stories of gun-
fights with revolvers you will be disap-
pointed. This is a technical book, but 
Cunningham makes the technical details 
and procedures fairly easy to under-
stand. Anyone who carries a revolver for 
self-defense can learn from this book.   H

Title: GunDigest Book of the Revolver
Author: Grant Cunningham
Publisher: GunDigest Books, an imprint 
of F+W Media, Iola, Wisconsin
ISBN: 978-1-4402-1812-5
Pages: 238
Price: $22.99
Publication Date: 2011  
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As everyone who wasn’t passing notes in science 
class knows, a bullet fired from your pistol and a 
bullet dropped from the same height will hit the 
ground at the same time. 

(if you were passing notes in sci-
ence class, this was proved by 
dead Italian guys a long time ago 

using cannons and tall buildings and 
the kind of experiments that will get a 
SWAT team called on you if you try and 
repeat them today.)

Once the projectile leaves the muzzle, 
gravity grabs hold of it and it starts fall-
ing. This is offset by angling the sights 
so that the barrel is pointed slightly up-
ward. Since the bullet travels in a curved 
path and the sighting plane is a straight 
line, the two will only cross exactly in 
one place. Well, two, but with handguns 
we’re only really concerned with the first 
one.

This is the source of some peo-
ple’s confusion with laser sights. In 
Hollywood, lasers work like some magi-
cal bullet-guidance system; wherever 
the dot is placed, that’s where the bul-
let lands. In reality, as we saw above, the 
bullet travels a curved path while the la-

ser beam travels a path that is, er, laser-
beam straight, and we’re back to the two 
only precisely intersecting at one specif-
ic distance. At all other ranges, the laser 
is only a rough indicator that the projec-
tile will impact somewhere nearby.

Back to trajectories. Unlike long-
distance rifle shooting, bullet drop is 
rarely a significant factor in handgun 
shooting. At twenty-five yards, even the 
comparatively slow-moving 230gr. .45 
ACP bullet has had just enough time to 
fall barely two inches. It’s only when you 
get out to fifty yards and beyond that 
noticeable differences in pistol bullet 
trajectories start to appear.

However, there’s another component 
to sighting in a pistol that is different to 
sighting in a rifle. Since, by and large, 
pistols are much lighter than rifles and 
their bullets move much more slowly, 
the gun jumps around a lot more while 
the bullet is still in the barrel. This leads 
to a seemingly paradoxical effect: When 

fired from the same pistol, heavier bul-
lets hit higher than lighter ones.

You see, the heavier bullet recoils 
more, causing the muzzle to lift to a 
greater degree before the bullet exits. If 
you increase the powder charge on the 
lighter bullet to make it have as much 
recoil as the heavier one, then the light-
er bullet is sped up and leaves the barrel 
sooner, and it will still impact lower.

It’s important, therefore, to know 
where the pistol will hit for you. If your 
friend Joe, who has a grip like a bench 
vise and shoots 115gr. bullets sells you 
his laser-sighted pistol, don’t be sur-
prised if, in your lighter grip, your 147gr. 
projectiles impact significantly higher 
than the red dot. Don’t blame Joe; it’s 
all the fault of those dead guys and their 
physics. Sight the gun in yourself, and 
sight it in using the same ammunition 
you intend to use if you have to use it for 
real.   H

Tamara Keel has been shooting guns as 
a hobby since she was eighteen. She has 
worked in the firearms business since 
the early 1990s. Her pastimes include 
collecting old guns, writing, and being 
bossed around by house cats.
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Gravity dictates that bullets travel on 
a curved path, unlike the straight line 
of a laser.



List Price:
Your Price:
You Save:

$18.95
$15.95
$3.00 (16%)

USCCA Logo Hat: 6-panel, blended cotton, 
unstructured twill cap. Pre-formed sandwich bill with em-
broidered USCCA logo on front, USA flag and “USCCA” 
embroidered on back. Adjustable Velcro closure. (One 
size fits all.)

APL-005
Item No.

APL-001
Item No.

USCCA Logo T-Shirt: 
Hanes “Beefy-T”, 6.1-

ounce, 100% ring spun 
cotton. Taped shoulder 

to shoulder. Double 
needle cover seamed 

neck. USCCA logo is 
silk screened in two 

colors. White only. 
Please specifiy 
size: (XXL, XL, 

L, M, S)

List Price:
Your Price:
You Save:

$5.00
$3.97
$1.03 216%)

USCCA Bumper Sticker (Set of 3): USCCA bumper 
sticker decal is 5.5” x 2.0”. Uses a high strength yet 
removable adhesive. Vinyl material for outdoor durability. 
Discreetly display your pride!

APL-003
Item No.

List Price:
Your Price:
You Save:

$5.00
$3.97
$1.03 216%)APL-004

Item No.

USCCA Embroidered Patch: The USCCA embroidered 
“mini” patch is 1” high x 2.5” wide. The patch is 100% 
embroidered in red, white and blue and has a heat 

sealed back. Perfect for coats, 
hats & bags.

List Price:
Your Price:
You Save:

$18.95
$15.95
$3.00 (16%)

List Price:
Your Price:
You Save:

$5.00
$3.97
$1.03 216%)APL-002

Item No.

USCCA Enamel Logo Pin: Cloisonne style pin 
with fired enamel, buffed finish. 1” wide x 3/8” 
high. Military clutch fastener.

List Price:
Your Price:
You Save:

$69.00
$49.00
$20.00 (29%)

Concealed Carry Basics Volume 01: Ultra-Deep 
Concealment Techniques: This DVD, workbook and 
Audio CD package is the first in our concealed carry 
education/training series. Please see the previous page 
for details.

INF-001
Item No.

The USCCA Store Is Open!
I’m sure you’ll find something to help you 
show your USCCA pride.

Tim Schmidt

List Price:
Your Price:
You Save:

$159.00
$83.00
$76.00 (48%)

GOLD Special Discount Package: This is, by 
far, our best deal! With this package, you’ll get 
Volume 1 of our Concealed Carry Basics series, 
our entire apparel package, and a FREE Bonus 
Concealed Carry Magazine Archive CD! Please be sure 
to specify shirt size!

PKG-001
Item No.

List Price:
Your Price:
You Save:

$53.00
$39.00
$14.00 (26%)PKG-002

Item No.

SILVER Special Discount Package: If you’re thinking 
about more than one USCCA logo product, here is a way 
you can get ALL of them at an even BETTER price! This 
package includes our entire apparel line. Please be sure to 
specify your shirt size!

Item No. Product Description Size Qty. Price Ea. Sub-Total

Order Total:

Shipping & Handling:

Sales Tax:
WI Residents Only - 5.6% 

Grand Total:

USPS - Priority Mail $ 6.97

Check or Money Order Enclosed
(Payable to USCCA)

Please charge my      VISA        MasterCard

NOTE: Charge will appear as US Concealed Carry Assoc.

Card # ________ - ________ - ________ - ________

Expiration Date_________________ 

Signature___________________________________

AmEx        Discover

PAYMENT INFORMATION

Mail this form 
with payment to:

The USCCA “BulletProof” 100% money-back guarantee gives you a full year 
to return ANY of our products if you are unhappy for any reason!

S I L V E R

(.45 ACP Cartridge For 
Size Reference)

USCCA Store
N173 W21298
Northwest Passage
Jackson, WI 53037
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“I declare to you that woman must 
not depend upon the protection of 
man, but must be taught to protect 
herself, and there I take my stand.” 

– Susan B. Anthony




